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An ambitiOus Elks educational
program to raise a half million
dollars to increase scholarships tol
underprivileged students and help












cently in Los An-
geles by Lt.
George W. Lee
of Memphis, grand commissioner
of education, and approved by
Grand Exalted Ruler Robert H.
Johnson, has as its goal —
THE GOAL
''To increase scholarships for ,
underprivileged students and to as-
sist young migrant students faced
with the problems of adjustmcnt
.o a new society and big city ways
ind to assist students in states
shere parent are suffering from
economic boycotts forced on them
3y white Citizens Councils be-
:ause of their efforts to get their
:hildren into white schools."
Mrs. Autherine Lucy Foster,
whose attempt to enroll at the
University of Alabama gained in-
ternational publicity when anti-in-
tegration riots followed, was se-
lected during the national orator-
ical contest "as a symbol of the
department's fight for equal edu-
cation to those children denied the
freedom of opportunity to go to
school with other children and be
set apart for different treatment."
Lt. Lee said medals with the
face of Autherine Lucy stamped
on them will be awarded to those
who have rendered meritorious
service in expanding the scholar-
ship fund.
Immediate response was given
when Dr. G. B. Key, of St. Lou
is, and Dr. L. W. Williams, 0:
Valdosta, Ga., each gave their
checks for S350 to underwrite a
scholarship in memory of the late
Grand Director of Education Eth-
el Charleston.
'FORGET COLOR'
Mrs, Rosetta L. Jordan, Of
Cleveland, national secretary of
the education department, topped
the list of money raisers for schol-
A. Lucy
Aged Man Slain In love
THE
Tri-State Defender
"The South's Independent Wee*"
See PROGRAM, page 2
VISION AND ABILITY — Omar
Carmichael, superintendent of
schools in Louisville, an educator
with vision, unusual ability and
courage is largely responsible for
the smooth transition from segre-
gation to integration in Louis.
silk and Ashland schools. Where
elsewhere there was the ominous
presence of mobs, Mr. Carmichael
led his city to compliance with the
law through practical planning and
hard work. He was lauded by





• The 325 delegates to the States
Rights Conference held here at
Chisca hotel, Saturday beat back
a move in a talkfest, to make the
session an outright third party
convention and "endorsed" candi-
dates for national office and adopt-
ed a set of principles.
Big hope of the movement is
to prevent either the Republican
or Democratic candidates from
getting enough electoral college
votes for election, thus throwing
the election into the House of Rep-
resentatives where each state
would have but one vote.
The delegates picked T. Cole-
man Andrews. of Richmond, Va.,
as presidential candidate a n d
Thomas H. Werdel, of Bakersfield.
Calif., as his running mate. Neither
was present hut Andrews sent a
message predicting victory.
The States Righters are con-
sidered pro-segregationists.
The set of principals adopted
denounced the Republican a n d
Democratic Parties as socialistic,
called for a sharp curtailment of
Federal powers and urges repeal
of the constitutional amendment
giving the government the right
to levy and collect income taxes.






The age-old love triangle figured15 C in the fatal stabbing Saturday
night of a man who was old
euough to be the father of the
woman and other man involved.
Capt. W, Wilkinson. homi-
cide chief, said it apparently
was jealousy that led 39-year-old
Leroy Powell, of 263 S. Fourth se,
to climb into a bathroom win-
dow of the older man and stab
him to death.
cape Wilkinson said Powell used
small-style hunting knife to in-
flirt numerous stab wounds ia
the chest and stomach of Gary
Wiley 62. of 244-R Vance avenue.
JI'ST 33
The woman whose affections po-
lice say led Powell to slay the
second man in the triangle is Mrs.
Florida Louise Sanders, 33. She
gave her address as 244-R.
Capt. Wilkinson said the wom-
an, who was present when the
stabbing took place, had been
Wiley's girl friend for several
months before she decided to
spend a week with Powell, ac-
cording to her statement to of-
ficers.
BROUGHT DEATH
He said the woman came back
and started living with the older
man and was with him Saturday
night when Powell, gaining entry
through a bathroom window, came
in and started cutting Wiley with-
out an argument.
The slaying took place about
11:15 Saturday night.
Powell was held to the action
of the Grand Jury Monday on a
murder charge.
Louisville Sets A Pattern For Integration In The South
(SEE OTHER PHOTOS PAGE 15)
LEND HELPING HAND — For
the first time Negro and
white children attended classes
together in Louisville and Ash-
land, Ky., last week without
the development of any serious
incident. Five members of the
Citizens Council did try to
start trouble but gave up af-
ter an hour of mild picketing.
A spirit of friendliness exist-
ed among the children as a
result of thorough prepara-
tion for the integration. IN
TOP LEFT PHOTO: Seventh
grade Dupont Manuel school
students Roger Bush and Paul
Thompson are given help by
their teacher, Mrs. Ruth Well-
er, when a question on the
registration blank stumps them.
Pointing out the interesting
sights to new male high stu-
dent Ursula Parrish (IN PHO•
4Att•
TO TOP RIGHT) are Geneva
Zachery (left) and Carolyn
Van Meter (right.) On regis-
tration day, the students at
Western Junior High school
massed together in the cafe-
teria to wait for their assign-
ed home . FOOMC to be
called, (Photo bottom left)
Pictured (le(t to right) are
Doris King, Nancy Yeargin,
Shirley Richardson, Mandolia
Davis and ('arol Simpson. IN
REAR ROW: Ruby Brown,
Betty Left her and Barbara
Ferguson. IN CENTER PHO-
TO. Dean Paul R. Kneisler, of
Shawnee High school, gives a
:V*
to new pupil Syl-
vester Talbott. ENROLLING
FIRST COMERS, Mrs. Janet
Rice (standing, bottom right
photo.) eighth grade teacher at
Duport Manual, instructs Theo-
dore Butler, Janice Cheatham
and Patricia Evans. (Louisville
photos by Frank Stanley. jr.
bit of help
Question: 'Who's The Fool?'
Local Bus Incident
With Comical Twist
EDITOR'S NOTE: The bus incident related here is probably
a small example, yet we feel significant, of the problem we shall
be faced with when a showdown comes over Jim Crow on local
city buses. Names of persons involved are withheld to prevent
them from becoming targets of extremists. Two persons averted
a possible explosion: The level-headed bus driver and.an indif-
ferent white woman passenger.
By STAFF WRITER
A regrettable bus incident, with a comical twist, was
added to the experience of a group of Negro high school
students here last Friday morning.
The incident they reported occurred on a bus in South
Memphis, while they were enroute to school. The vehicle
was quite crowded with passeng-
ers, among vhom were a large
number of students.
Negro passengers occupied most
of the seats. On the two long seats
in the front of thc fills, a white
woman was sitting NEAR the
vehicle operator.
A colored girl hoarded the bus,
sought a seat in the rear, and
founA none. She finaity sat down
on the long seat, near the white
passenger, but BEHIND her from
an passenger. The woman be-
gan to complain loudly, speaking
to no one in particular. Chatter
came to an end in the bus. Her




The East arigg Avenue Baptist
church, of 1189 Trigg ave., hon-
ored L. Alex Wilson, editor of the
Tri-State Defender and the news-
[Caper at an impressive program
last Sunday evening.
The occasion was the church's
"Citizen of the Month" pro-
gram, launched several months
ago by the capable and progress-
ive pastor of the church, Dr. W.
i Herbert Brewster.
In paying tribute to the honor-
ee, Dr. Brewster said that Edit-
or Wilson was honored "because
of the forthrightness of his edi-
torials; his competency in news
coverage, as demonstrated in ev-
ery major news development
from the Till case to the Clinton
fiasco; his fairness in presenting
the news; and, his courage in his
expression of all significant is-
sues of our time."
Dr. Brew:4er's tribute to Mr.
Wilson was climaxed with a grip-
See EDITOR, page 2
the standpoint of position from
the front end of the bus.




A special registration period for
blind persons who wish to partic-
ipate in the proceeds from the
E. H. Crump Memorial football
game for the blind, which will be
played Nov. 30, was announced
last week.
The announcement was made by I
Everette Bowie. chairman of a
special Lions Club committee on
blind benefits for the tilt.
He stated that all blind or se-
verely visually handicapped per-
sons regardless of age, race or
financial status, are urged to reg-
Former UN Delegate
Archibald Carey To
Speak Here Sept. 20
Archibald Carey, vice president
of President Eisenhower's com-
mittee on Employment Policy, will
speak here Thursday night when 1
the Republican Minority Groups
division launches its statewide
drive for 85 per cent of the Ne-
gro vote.
Lt. George IV. Lee, state man-
lager, minority groups division, an-
nounced last Saturday that Mr.
Carey would address a rally at
Clayborn Temple AME church on '
Hernando at 7:30 p. m. Thursday
night.
Mr. Carey, former alternate
ister themselves. Registration in delegate to the United Nations and
prior years will not make one eli- a former Chicago alderman, is in
gibl e, Mr. Bowie, exphined, to Memphis on official business with
receive a check from this year's the committee on employment pot-
game proceeds. icy which is presently touring 25
Obviously tnis was too close for
WHERE TO REGISTER 
large ciiies looking into hiring and
comfort, though she was some, promotional policies of concerns
distance away, for the white worn.: Registration is 
to continue for utilizing federal monies or doing
eight days, beginning Sept. 16 -23. work for the government.
NO BIAS
No discrimination is supposed to
be shown in the hiring or upgrad-
ing of workers where government
contracts and monies are in-
volved. The tour moves on to St.
Loiusissatonpd.Louisville after its Mem-ph 
Lt. Lee also announced that Vice
President Richard Nixon would ad-
dress another rally in Nashville
on Sept. 28.
Republican candidates for state
and national office Will be pre-
Hours will be from 1 p.m. to 5
p.m. on both Sundays, and from
11 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through
Saturday
Colored people will register at
the Abe Scharff YMCA at 254 S.
Lauderdale. The registration will
be supervised by Mrs, Louise
Johnson, president of the Ladies
Auxiliary of the Lions club of
Memphis. Members of the Pilot.
club and the Junior League will
assist the Lions Ladies Auxiliary.
White people will register at the
Pilot House in the Catholic club,
Third and Adams.
T' h e E. H. Crump Memorial
Football game for the Blind is
being sponsored for the first time
this year by the 10 Lions clubs Two well-known Memphis worn-
of Memphis and Shelby county, all 'en were stricken with serious ill-
of which are actively engaged in.ness last week.
sight restoration work and aid to Mrs. Dorothy Withers, of 480
the visually handicapped. Brooks rd., was taken to Collins
Chapel hospital Sunday evening.
Her condition was reported as bet-
ter on Monday.
Mrs. Clara B. 'Tucker, of 497
East Trigg. is undergoing treat-
ment at John Gaston hospital, Her
  condition was reported as fair.
Words of the Wise




sented at the Clayborn Temple
meeting.
Lt. Lee said his division's role
in helping Republicans carry Ten-
nessee again for the Eisenhower-
Nixon ticket boils down to swing-
ing the Negri vote "which holds
the balance of power" into the
GOP camp.
"I hold with more wiser political
prognosticators that the state's
seme 130,000 registered Negro vot-
ers hold the balance of power in
this election and that whoever
carries that vote will win. We're
See CAREY, page 2
Claim Waitress
Fell from Auto
A woman police say fell from
the moving car of a man now
charged with drunk driving, wag
found dead on Brooks rd. Satur-
day, morning and a deputy testi-
fied the defendant told him he
didn't even remember the worn-
' an's haying been in his ear.
Chief Deputy If u g h Bertschi
said Ade Turner, 27, of Como, ,
Miss., who was a waitress, fell'
from a car driven by Leroy Cren-
'shauv, of 1805 Keltner rircle,
, who has been bound to the state
on a charge of driving while in-
toxicated.
Deputy Mills testified in court
that Crenshaw told hint he didn't'




A week ago Mr. and Mrs. Prim*
henry of Chicago were the happy
parents of 18 children.
This week they are the proud
parents of 19.
The new addition, a daeghtse%
was born to Mrs. Henry by Caesa-
rean section at Cook County host*
tal here. The child weighed I
pounds, 12 ounces.
Fifteen of Mrs, Henry's eh&
dren are living. Her oldest child
is 2s and her youngest — until last









2, Moral Laxity Being Ac-
cepted As Right By
Young People in One
Neighborhood — Read
Report by L. Alex Wil-
son . . . Page 3.
The Blind Register For Help
REGISTERING T H E BLIND
— The first day (last Sunday)
for blind or severely visually
handicapped persons to regis-
ter themselves in order that
they might receive benefits
from proceeds of the E. H.
frump Memorial Football
Game for the Blind did a brick
signing business. The game,
scheduled for November 30, is
under sponsorship, for the
first time, of the 10 Mem-
phis and Shelby county Lions
Clubs and the registration k
under supervision of Mrs. Lot.
ice Johnson, president of the
Ladies Auxiliary to the Lions
Club of Memphis. At left Miss
Sarah Lowrance of the Junior
League of Memphis for Re-
habilitation of the Blind. reg-
isters Lee Cunningham. jr., a
bachelor who lives with his
parents at 1664 Cameron. In
photo right, Mrs, Willie Mae
Norlt.i,vidon. of 772 Edith, is
registered by Cleo Wats.; n,
etectrtive director of the Rand
Game. To his left Is Mrs. Los.
ice Johnson, president of the
auxiliary. Charlie Johnson, a
Lions club member Is hid.
ii e a by M r s. Northingtaa.
Registration for Negro Wed
at the YMCA, Lauderdale at
linden, continues II a. in.
td 5 p. m, daily and I p-in.
through 5 p. in. on Sunday,







Top Mug Bares Story
Of Marian Anderson
• Illuminating commentary on the in the September issue of the
integration of the Negro in Amen- magazine, is a narrative about the
4411 society can be found in the struggle of a fine vocal artist to
arutobiography of Marian Ander- attain the summit of international
son, now appearing in Woman's acclaim.
Home Companion.
Essentially, Miss Anderson's sto-
ry, a two-part series beginning
Editor
Dr. Brewster lauded them as out-
standing citizens and leaders
here. He described Prof. Springer
and Dr. McCleave as a stalwart
capable principal; Prof. Johnson
as a distinguished and most
and Dr. Mcleave as a stalwart
hero in medical, church and civic
activities.
BACKGROUND SKETCH
Mrs. Uralia Fletcher, a niem-
ber of the church who resides in
Hernando, Miss., gave the au-
dience a background sketch of Mr.
Wilson's achievements and serv-
ice in journalism and of his edu-
cation.
Mrs. Ruby Bankhead. of 126d
Gill at., speaking in behalf of East
Trigg Avenue Baptist church, pre-
sented a large, attractive multi-
layered cake to Mr. Wilson and
the Tri-State Defender staff. He
expressed "hee;tfelt and humble
appreciation to the church for the
honor and gift."
Mr. Wilson delivered an ad-
dress to the responsive audience
on the subject, "The New Negro
In This Our Country." He point- 1
1 ! Programed out that under 'stultifying con- (Continued from page 1)out to get 85 per cent of thatdamns just 50 years ago, the in.! vote.'
herent dignity of man was assert-I Lt. Lee predicted that GOP
ing in the Negro.
Part One of Miss Anderson's au- 
plied:
tobiography traces her childhood 
From that point on lt,ughter fill-and early years as a concert art-
ed the bug.
1st. Entitled -My Lord, What A
The angry woman, still seatedMorning," it is presented to Coin-
on the floor directed a kick atpanion readers as the story of
the girl who had sat near her."one of America's greatest art-
The girl avoided it But this timeists — the unique adventure of a
the bus had reached the school,woman who proves again that
The students walked around thearetalent. courage and humanity 
! woman as they left the bus, won-stronger than any barriers."
dering in spoken terms about the
example of unreasoning racial
prejudice they han observed on
their way to school.
Underlying the basic story, how-
ever, is an object lesson in how plied: "I am rot concerned. I am
Negro and white, when the highest on my way to work."
ideals are practiced by both, can Getting no support there, the
live together in harmony and dig- irked white woman complained to
nity. In the account of her early ' the bus driver,
years in Philadelphia, for instance. POLITE AND INTELLIGENT
Miss Anderson illustrates graph- He politely informed her that
(Centineed from page 1) ically how her race and others the Jim Crow law required that
ping poem written by the minister 
shared a happy daily life. Negroes sit as far to the rear of
and dedicated to the editor, en-, She writes: "We grew up in the vehicle as possible and or -
titled "There's A Ns'egro for You." a mixed neighborhood. White and cupy seats near the front when
It presented a contrast between! Negro lived side by side and shar-i there were no seats in the rear.
tie stereotype of the race and the ed joys and sorrows.'' ' Therefore. he saw nothing to do
progressive and responsible type BEAUTY or SPIRIT about requiring Negro passengers
of Negro. Throughout Miss Anderson's au- 1 to get up from the long seat, when
• Speaking In behalf of Mr. Wil- tobiography can be found thought- 1 they were behind white passengers
son and the Tri-State Defender provoking remarks which illus. and not in front of them. He then
were Prof. J. D. Springer, prin-' trate the social position of the returned to the business of driv-
cps! of Douglass High school; Negro in America aptly and ing his vehicle.
Prof. 0, B. Johnson, of Leath Poignantly, although the very na-
School, and Dr. B. F. McCleavc ture of her story points up the
Each cited the contributions be- fact that any widespread social sig-
ing made by the newspaper and , nificance which can be attached
(Continued from page 1)
ranting became so vehement and
boisterous that the student got up.
This did n3t satisfy the white
woman. She continued her tirade.
Just across the aisle, a white
woman sat on the long seat, and
near her sat another colored girl.
The agitating white woman
spoke directly to the other white
passenger, asking if she didn't re-
sent such an arrangement.
The second white woman re-
Thls so enraged the white
woman passenger, that she rose
from her seat and SAT ON THE
FLOOR, meanwhile still loudly
It; editor to the community, to it is inadvertent on her part. complaining about Negroes sit-
In introducing these speakers,I It is merely her story, told simp- ting near whites.
The Tri-State Defender was told•
The sensitivity of mind d by a quite 
reliable source that notn 
the beauty of spirit which radiate one of the students sa:d anything
to her until she addressed themfrom Miss Anderson on stage, how-
ever, radiate through her story.
In describing personal encounters
with Jim Crow or the lack of it
on individual occasions, she does
much to put bigotry into the prop- WHO IS THE 'FOOL'?
er perspective of the intelligent, "Who do you think is a fool?"
dignified human being, Negro or That let the barrier down. Al-
white: , most in chorus,- the students re-
Corey
!
, "will even carry 85 per cent of
"World Wars I and II marked the Memphis Negro vote despite
turning points in the Negro's strug- the opposition."
gle for first-class citizenship. It re-. Commenting on the possibility ofstilted in large numbers of our the Negro vote remaining Demo-
people being drawn from their feratic because of its loyalty to Es-
agricultural status into the armed tee Kefauver, vice presidential
forces and others migrating to ur- . running matt to Adlai Stevenson, to stop thinking of themselves asban areas either to accept better ' Let said: colored people in a white coun-job opportunities or to escape 'FINE FELLOW, BUT ...' try but to think of themselves asfurther oppression," he said. ; 'Estes Kefauver is a fine fel- people determined with white peo-
CLINTON, Tenn. — This town with tanks rumbling through the It could not be called a normal
EYES or WORLD low, but neither he nor any other pie to forget color." 
situation, for never before had
. Mr. TA'ilson stated that "not one good Democrat can do any- ' in Tennessee, which three weeks • normally peaceful streets.
SOBERING FACTOR
ago burst into the world's head- , Negro students sat in the class-
lance the loudest days of Recon-'1 thing to help the Negro. His 
I rooms of Clinton high school. Butlines, returned to normal last Apparently, the presence of na-
struction has there been so much ' election would elect 15 Southern
tional guardsmen, fully armed
week. I there was every indication that
talk about the Negro. And that Democrats to the most important
It was not exactly normal, for a ' would be there from now on.
:talk has focused the eN.•es of the : corn mittees of the Congress, , and ready for trouble, had a !theyworld upon the Negro, who is not! "Mississippi's James 0. Eastland change has taken place in Clin-1 sobering effect on the citizens of I
ton. Its high school, formerly at- Clinton. So did the arrest and con-
going to resort to violence to would keep the chairmanship of of .
Democracy tended by white students only, isnow integrated. viction of John Kasper. of Wash-
enjoy the full benefits of the the powerful Judiciary Commit-
ington, D. C.. chief of the out-of-
American way of life, but will con- tee through which Civil Rights leg-
WHITE SULPHUR SPRINGS. Integration came hard to Chin- state agitators,
tinue to move forward using ev- islation must be cleared and Lord
cry legal avenue to attain the Age only knows what plum Georgia's VV. Va• — oaNp) — Pointing out ton, accompanied by riots, viol- , Last week. Kasper. out on ap-e/ Emancipation.'' ence, threats and the Tennessee [peal bond. made a last feeble at- '
;Talmadge would get." that "we cannot write communism
national guard. But integration 1Commenting on his newspaper, In the past. Lt. stated, the Demo- 'off the books by simply saving it
seems here to stay and the per,- !
,tempt to re-kindle the almost dis- '
f c r a t s have dangled the bread and 1can't happen here." a high naval
Mr. Wilson pointed out that he astrous fire of hatred which near-
„!. ple of Clinton have returned to consumed this town.
alone is not the Tri-State De- l butter bait before the Negro along !officer said last week that 11
directly .
Seated on the floor r,f the mov-
ing bus and still quarreling, she
was quoted as asking:
(Continued from page 1)
•••••••••,..11•1. •••••••••••••1011.1"..m....e..
THEIR TICKET — 0. T. West-
brook, left, and Armistead
Clay, right, catnpaign co-chair-
men with Walker Wellford,
jr., for the Shelby County Re-
publican campaign for Eis•
enhower-Niton and a complete
slate of I . c a 1 candidates,
point to their ticket at the
opening Saturday of the lo-
cal headquarters at Madison
and Fourth. Space in the
Hickman building was made
available free by 7rancis
Hickman. Mr. Wellford was
out of town. Three Negroes are
running on the slate for the
state legislature and they were
among the candidates present-
ed Saturday. About half the
guests for the headquarters
opening were Negroes. (New-
son Photo.)
PH1NEAS NEWBORN, of
Memphis, young jazz pianist
who is gaining national prom-
inence for his modern styl•
ings, is being shown Cavalier
Vodka's modern promotion
theme, "As American As Jazz
. . .” by Alvin R. Greenberg,
Assistant Advertising Manag-
er of Publicker Distillers Prod-
ucts. Inc. This theme along
with Cavalier's other "As
American As ... ." topics has
taken the Russia beards off
the A'odka ads and pointed out
that it's a new all-American
product, as American as jazz ..
arships with $3,100 from her re-
gion, and Mrs. Annabelle Reid,
, grand directress of education, fol-
lowed a close second with $3,014.
Lee announced also that "we
are launching a program for Adult




Clinton The Hard Way
fender, that he has a staff under with Civil Rights "mouth service." peaceful pursuits. I Then, his following gone and
!American youth aren't t a u g h this supervision whom he consid- The issue this time. he predicts. more about what democracy Two weeks ago, these same I the threat of imprisonment hang-ers a team, whose goal is to rend- "is gcing to be the greater one means. communism can come to peaceful citizens, whipped up by ing heavy over his head, he tooker the best possible service to this of human freedom, this country." outside agitators, soared in a off (accompanied by professionalcommunity and area. `WANTS PARTICIPATION' The speaker was Admiral Ar- 1:1°4 against a court order that racist Asa Carter) for friendlierMrs. Ella Clark Williams. a -The Negro has come of age eligible Negro students he admit- ,thur Radford. chairman of t h e
joint chiefs of staff, who address- 
territory.staunch and d.-namic worker in and no longer will be Satisfied with • ted to Clinton high school. !THERE TO STAYthe East Trigg Baptist church, the Democratic paternalistic treat- ed a meeting of southern gover- They barred the school to Ne-
nors here last week. Behind him he left a town whichPlayed a leading role in helping ment. He wants participation." • , gro students, held meetings to pro- had slowly come to realize thatto make the program a success. Lee pointed out that in Shel; Radford made no specific men- test integration, fought with news- 'the 12 Negro chlidren in the din-Music was furnished by the by couny no Negroes are running !lion of integration, but said that men and local police — and found. ton high school were there to staychurch's popular radio choir. on the Democratic slate while
J. F. DICKINSON, CO. Inc.
LOANS — INSURANCE
72 Unien A 
Serving Memphis $O Teen
JA. 4-0341
there are three on the Republican
ticket and that all the Democratic
candidats are backed by Citizens
for Progress. a pro-segregation
gruop that is anti-Kefauver.
He announced appointment of
W. C Weathers. of Memphis. as
one of the coordinators who will
tour the state to build up senti-
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ment and organize the minority
leadership. sometimes the American people
Local chairman are being ap. "forget to demonstrate a sympa-
pointed in every city throughout thetic understanding of these as-
I the state. s pirations of other peoples which
; the streets of Clinton. without'HUSH-HUSH RIGHTS' are essential to the growth of hu- fear of their safety. white stud-In Nashville. S t a te Republi.. man dignity." •
can Chairman Guy Smith ol Knox- I 
ents who had boycotted the school
returned.vale, flatly predicted the GOP Get well cards are in order for . The first major 1956 battle inwould get ••a great per cent of Frank (Green Donkeys) Washing- ; the fight for school integrationthe Negro vote" as he sounded an ton who is ailing at St. Luke's has been fought and peace has re-optimistic note over the chances hospital. Room 1109 Bed A.of Republicans again carrying the 
I turned to Clinton.
state. a teat they accomplished in
1952 by a 2.500 vote margin.
Lt. feels "the Negro will have to
vote the Ike-Nixon ticket this year i
as a matter of enlightened self
.nterest."
"The Democrats." he said, "tip
md their hand on how the Negro
vould fare in Chicago with their
hush-hush on civil rights. Harry
frurnan preached their civil rights
mineral and Sam Rayburn dro\ i•
;he nail in the coffin when he
slammed down his gavel on the






It, easy to get rid of
dirty, itchy heed and
ersh lice. A-200 kills
these dangeroul parasites on contact
...within 15 minutes.
Easy to apply, easy to remove,
A-200 is non-poisonous, non-irritet-
log, leaves no tell-tale odor. Does not
stain or harm clothing. One applica-
tion should do it. At all druggist&
eir town under martial law, and apparently they could do
nothing about it.
Little by little, the national
guard wihdrew from the town, Ne-
gro citizens once again walked in
NO FIXED DOWN PAYMENT
Tell Us What You Can Pay
Always 100 Clean Cars On Lot
'53 thru '56 MODELS
Low Bank Financing • Day or Night
ALSO
'46 Thru '52 MODELS
As Low As $50 Down
Notes As Low As
$5 to $10 Per Week
We Finance These Ourselves
C. B. SMITH MOTOR CO.
2586 POPLAR
Open 'Til 9 P.M. • 34-5557
Pastor Loses In Bid re
For A Sundry Store
Res'. M. B. Chaney, pastor of three Baptist churcheic
and the father of 28 childrei, lost in his bid fona. Sunday
store before the Shelby County Board of Adjustment, last
week.
The minister sought a permit to operate a sundry
store on the east side of Norma
rd., 228 feet south of Acklen, be- support his large family.
cause he needs the business to According to a member of the
board, the application was reject-
ed basically becapse the store
I would have been to a residential
'. area. The area is Negro and no
! opposition had been voiced to the
proposed business.
Atty. Kenneth Rayner represent-
ed Rev. Chaney, who pastors
Travelers Rest Baptist 'church in





MOBILE, Ala. — (INS) — A 1 when a 10-foot cross was burned.
Ku Klux Klan member admitted She returned to the house short-
Tuesday that white-robed Klans- ly after the 100-robed Klansmen
men burned a cross Monday' dispersed, and then left to spend.
night at the hcme of a prominent the night with friends.
white woman who is attempt- 1
ing to enroll a Negro girl in an widow, refers to little 12-year-old
' all-white school at Mobile. 
airs, Da Ponte, a 40-year-old
E. C. Bernard, who said he is ter daughter "
a member of a Mobile KKK or
-1 Carrie Mae McCants as "my fos-
ganization. said members were daughter
"merely holding an initiation cere worked for her, and that she has
She sa id of a   
servant
  Carrie   ala e w h ios 
had
emony," and chose to do it in the raised the child since she was six
driveway of the home of Mrs. i years old.
Dorothy D. Da Ponte. Carrie Mae attended an unseg-
regated school in Europe for theMrs. Da Ponte, who said she
has accepted legal services of a past two years, and last week,
Mrs. Da Ponte sought to enterNegro organization which s h e her at a white school in Mobile,
would not identify, was not home bu
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THE PREFERRED BOURBON OF HENRY CLAY!
Senator Henry Clay knew and prized the hostntable qualities of Otd Crow.
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by L. Alex Wilson
EDITOR, TRI-STATE DEFENDER
- 'Children From Problem Situations'
Delay Date Funeral Rites
Of Phone Are Held ForMr. Wilburn
Changeover
September 23, at I a. m., is the
new date set tor the final change-
over to alphabetical prefixes for
telephones wnich still have numer-
ical prefixes.
'These are no normal problem 
The changeover was 
scheduled, Our schools alone cannot do the I 
coD 9 but has been postponed.children, there are only children !job. Parents, a number of whom
frqse problem situations.- And of- in this instance, are blamed for
Roy Freeman, Memphis division
ten: we as parents make these not living "right" with their chit-
commercial superintendent of the
vproblems ourselses. By liing dren, should be e• Southern Bell Telephtne and Tele-ishown the w-r-''right- with our children, we are dom of amendina their errant graph Cs:nips:1y, said.
making the biggest single contri- ways.
butiose possible toward their hap- Unusually large families, un-
piness and success in school — " wholesome rural habits, and
That aptly stated viewpoint was crowded conditions — in many.
made recently by Dr. Harold G. i instances — are factors, but not
Shane...who has taught bum ele- insurmountable in saving t h e
meotary and junior high school "other apples in the barrel."
graeles,, and who has served as Here certainly is a responsibil-superintendent of the Winnetka, ity which the churches in the areaIII. school system. •• (an share and make a most con-
The:ivisdorn of his statement is structive contribution in the re-not far-fetched, or remote from us. establishment of true values of life.From the increasing reports coin- But, here again, it is doubtful if
c
oos to our desk, we gather that
hildren from problem situa- 
any minister in the section wills
brave connections with h i s
lions" are causing a rise in Joy- church by offending some which
enile delinquency, especially in one would refuse to continue give sup-of the Memphis areas — B i n g- port to the church. Civic groupsha mpton . with a will to render worthy serv•
When a significant number of ice, however, should join hands,
neighberhood youngsters begin to The employment of a %%ell-train-accept moral laxity as the ethical
social pattern, then it is time to
begin, corrective steps, That ap-
pear -.to be the problem, which is
de veloPing
About 700 telephones beginning I
with 4-48-33-34-62-67 will be chang-
ed to MUtual 3 or NIUtual 5. Re-
maining teleehones beginning with
those numbers will be changed as
follows:
Prefix 4 will he changed to
GLendale 2. 48 to GLendale 8,
33 to FAirfax 3. 34 to FAirfax 4,
62 and 67 to FAirfax 7.
DIRECTORY USE
Ali telephones in Arlington will
be UNiversity 7. Germantown will
he TUxedo 4. Collierville will
have prefixes of ULysses 3 and
ULysses 1. ULysses 1 will be for
telephones in Mississippi served by
the Collierville exchange.
JESSE WILBURN, SR.
Funeral rites were held recently
for Jesse Wilburn, sr., of 560 Bos-
ton, at Mt. aforiah Baptist church
with the pastor, Rev. R. W. Nors-
worthy officiating with assistance
front Chaplain Lee Thigpen.
Burial was in the National cem-
etery, arrangements by the Qualls
Funeral home.
Mr. Wilburn, well known VA
. Delivery of Memphis tele- 
Hospital employee, had been ill
ed experienced social service con-; phone directories will start Sept, for some time before his death on
sultant could render invaluable I 17 and be coinpleted Sept. 20, Mr. 
August 19 at the Kennedy VA hos-
service. Sorely needed is an age Freeman said. The new 
directories pital.
it. 
aw 11 contain all the changes and Born In Memphis; Mr. Wilburn
should not be used until Sept. 23. attended the public schools here.
A devoted 
l 
family man. Mr. Wil-
West Memphis telephone nutn- burn was noted for his pleasing
bers in the new directory cannot personality despite his lengthy ill-
be dialed until Oct. 7. At that iiess.
time. Memphis subscribers will be
able to dial West Memphis with- 
HUNDREDS AT RITES
out charge. 
Hundreds were in attendance at
of consent law with TEETH in
Stark Amazement And Some Chuckles
Alabama, which h a s reduced
sonic of the most negative head-
lines this year in our gradual-
ly changing social order, was the
source of some unexpected chuc-
kles last week.
A wealthy, top bracket white
widow, a southerner, bestirred
stark amazement in Mobile, Ala.
hen she asked to enroll her
adored "foster child,' 12-year-: old Carrie Mae McCants in a
local school.
It seems that Mrs. Dorothy D.
DaPonte, the rich widow, thinks
that since Carrie Mae "has been
educated with whites in Europe-
an -schools" she is "qualified
In every respect for integration." I
Now, according to recently en-
acted Alabama laws, Negroes
a r e to be assigned to Negro
schools for sociological and psy-
chological reasons.
Little Carrie Mac has had lit-
tle or no contact with Negroes,
would be maladjusted if fore-
hence, Mrs. DaPonte feels s h e
ed to enter a strange pasture.
The matter was quickly dump-
ed into the lap of an attorney
by the school board.
It will be interesting to ob-
serve his fancy footwork and
the loophole he is sure to pro-
side as an avenue of escape for
the board.
IF by some miracle, the board
has to admit the girl, maybe to
follow-up on integration in Ala-
bama, it will be necessary to
have a few Alabama pre-kinder-
garten tots migrate to Europe
for some early education along
democratic lines,
the funeral Mt. Aiortale Mr.
Wilburn was a member of the Mt.
Moriah Baplist church and had
attended it since childhood.
He served in the United States
Army during World War 11 and
received an honorable discharge
as a corpral in 1945.
The changeover paves the way Survivors include a widow, Ela-
for inaugurasion of operator long tris Nesbitt Wilburn; three sons,
distance dialing in October. Mem- James Arlen and Jesse, jr., stu-
phis and Nashville will become the dents at Tennessee State univer-
. 44th and 45th cities on the Bell ; sity, and Eric Donald, a student
system to start a long distance at Melrose in Orange Mound; fps
call system that will allow operat- mother, Mrs. Rosetta Wilburn:
ors in Memphis or Nashville father and mother-in-law. Mr. and
to call individuals in any city in Mrs. E. Nesbitt, two brothers, sev-
the United States without con- eral aunts and uncles and other
tacting another operator. relatives and friends.
War, Jim Crow
Out In 50 Years
In 50 years, no more war, ied astrologist and counselor in
In 20 years, no more Jim Crow. I marriage and public relations.
',These are only two of the as- Doctor Ross C. Anderson, of Rose-
 ville, Ga.
Before sworn witnesses, D
Anderson this summer predicted
that in 50 years, nations of the
world will no longer rely on war
to settle their differences, but will
find pther means.
194,000 CHANGES
When the ast of Memphis'
194,000 telephones gain alphabetical
prefixes Sept. 23. it will complete
the changeover begun in March,
1955.
Eisenhower, then Supreme Com-
mander of the Allied Force s,
These predictions have all come Estate Aidstrue, and so have others. Among
them was the prediction that the '
end of war with Germany would
take place on or about the end
of the first week in May, 1845;
"We will create a devastating de-
vice that will tear the elements
apart in its intensity; will he be-
trayed by a major ally, because Memphis, it was recently disclos-
our objectives in the world scheme ed.
of things are so opposite and Mrs.Gilton, who served as a city
apart." nurse in Memphis for more :
W.”I IN '57 than 20 years, was the widow of
One of Doe's predictions has not the late Dr. J. H. Gilton, well
NO MORE JIM-CROW 
come true. Perhaps, that is be- known Bluff City medic.
cause of time. It is for 1957. He A gift of $500 as left to theIn 20 years, he sees the end of 
predicts that by the middle of 'Theological department of Wilber-Jim Crow laws throughout the en-
tire United States, and greater en-
franchisement for Negro people.
These predictions were given to
a news service reporter in a tele-
phone interview with the doctor in
Smaller Mixers Gain Popularity
C 00 S
Part of the estate of the late
Mrs, Willa B. Gilton was left to I
two educational institutions and
the Lelia Walker Clubhouse of
1957, there will be another great force university; $500 to LeMoyne
war which will cause such devas-
t 
college, and $200 to the clubhouse.
ation that the world will have to The bulk of the estate was left
be regenerated.
"The first spark of this holo- 
to Mrs. Gilton's son and daugh- I
ter. Her son, Rev. Charles W. Gil-
ton, is college pastor of Wilber-
force university and assistant
dean of the Theological depart-
ment. Her daughter, Mrs. Thelma
Gilton Hcoks is a teacher in the
local school system.
Wilberforce, an AIME school, re-
cently completed a building for the
OH. SALUTED Dr. Joseph E. Doc Anderson lays actual claim HAS AMAZING LIFE 
Theological department and the
Walker last Sunday on the highly that his predictions will come His life is just as strange as 
gift was used to furnish a lounge
regarded program, "Meet The true. He points with pride to a , th'e power he possesses to see into 
room in the building. LeMoyne col-
Leader." This interesting program series of documented and authen- I the future with amazing accuracy, 
lege plans to use its gift to furnish
a kitchen being set up in its re-Is designed to better inform the ticated predictions made on Christ- A Mexican by birth, he is now
Community of the leaders here, mas day, 1944, for revelation in a Spanish American. At nine years 
cently dedicated auditorium.
people who have contributed to 1956, many of which have now of age he started to work in the
the success and welfare of our come true. coal mines. While still a young-
community. This program is con- E. P. Hill, publisher of the Wal- ster he became a noted boxer,
ducted by WLOK's production man- ker County Messenger, a news- and later toured the country giv-
ages,. Jay Storm, former NBC an- paper in Lafayette, Ga.. testifies ing amazing feats of strength.
nouncer. "Meet The Leaders" is that Dr. Anderson published the
heard every Sunday at 1:30 p.m. fact that World War 11 would end
over WLOK, 1480 on the dial. This on or about Aug. 18.
colorful program deserves your ROOSEVELT DIED
listening attention. Tune in next At the same time he also pre-
Sunday and listen to "Meet The dieted that Roosevelt would not
Leaders." live out his elected term, and that
caust will be set off by China"
his office in Rossville on July 21. e„ays.
At that time, he predicted that On a happier note, he feels that
Eisenhower would be a presiden- this war will bring on a changed
tial candidate and that Nixon
would be his running mate. More-
over, he says that Eisenhower will
be re-elected and will live out his
term,
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attitude in the minds of people,
and we shall see the birth of a
greater love for men, and a yearn-
ing for lasting peace all over the
world.
ity to sick and old persons, mend-
ing broken homes, and advising
people back to success. But he is
still a bull-fighter.
One of his favorite acts was rid- One of his most recent fights,
ing a horse on stage and dismount- :July 4, after 20 years saw him
ing and carrying the horse off the vanquish a bull to a standing ova-
stage in his arms. tion in Ciudad Acuna, Mexico. The
The stationery from the office last fight was fought in Spanish
of Doc Anderson, printed in red, style, although he is noted for his
blue, and yellow, taking up a lit- flamboyant Roman style.
tie less than half-a-page, lists him People from all over Georgia,
as an International Matador. It Tennessee, as well as other parts
also rates him as the oldest, hey- of the United States and Mexico
iest, and largest matador in the testify, in paid advertisements,
world.
At the present time the main
to the amazing powers of Dr. An-
derson and the many blessings of
occupation of the doctor in Ross- health and happiness that he has
ville is restoring health and vital- bestowed upon them.
GRADE
CARS -- TRUCKS
ALL MAKES — MODELS
AS LOW AS $50 DOWN
KNIGHT MOTOR COMPANY
2854 Park Avenue
OPEN EVENINGS TILE P.M.
A treno toward smaller mixers .impans owrer Howard Willits.
is reported q*, Portland hardware Willits said:
"It used to be that every bus- 1 But there is a trend tower,: „IA-
1 
band had to buy a mixer for er automatic mixers that take up
Christmas. Now an automatic less space in ihe cupboard."
frying pan has taken its place.





















Says J. R. Arnold,
prominent Memphis
Public Relations Man
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' 60D TOLD MAMMA TO
TAKE HI SON,ZSAAC,
AND OFFER HIM AS A
.,.SURNT—OFFERING ON
AN ALTAR IN THE
MOUNTAINS OF MOVAH.
ABOUT 100 GUESTS were pm-
ent at a semi-formal banquet
given at the LeMoyne Gardens
auditorium Wednesday night,
Sept. 12, in honor of Mission-
ary Ernestine Cleveland. of
Berkeley, Calif. Sponsored by
W. G. Owens and Elder C.
Hamilton. of the New .Jerusa-
lem Church of Cod in Christ,
the event had Elder Blair T.
The pastor and adult members,
of Bloomfield Baptist church, 123
South Parkway W., will see their I
children in action On Sept. 23 when
the young people will conduct all
services in the annual Youth Day.
Miss Mildred Lane, daughter of
Rev. and Mrs. J. H. Lane, and
Miss Merdis Cobb. chairman and
co-chairman -respectively of the
MISS SIILDRED LANE
day. with assistance of (a hcr com-
mittees. will attempt to show that
youth can • carry on ' in a re-
spectable imnner.
Guest speakers for the day will
be Rev. J IV Williams. jr.. young
minister son of Rev and Mrs. J.
W. 'Williams. sr.. of Lane Avenue
Baptist church, and Atty. James
F. Est-.
"BOY WONDER"
Rev. Williams. meBimy Won-
der.- will speak at 11 a. m. dur-
ing the ;egolar worship tor that
hour. Music will be rendered by
• the Litl, choir.
Atty. Estes. a member of St.
.1 hp wiJ,J wide-
ISAAC. WAS UNAWARE THAT
HE HIMSELF WAS TO SE THE
8URNT-OFFERIN6,50 HE HELPED
HIS FATHER PREPARE THE
ALTAR.
Hunt, minister of the Mississip-
pi Boulevard Christian church
as guest speaker. He was en-
joyed speaking on "Youth la
the Church l'oday." Seen here
reading from left are W. G.
Owens, Missionary Ernestine
Cleveland. the honoree; Fan-
nie Namillon, Elder C. Hamil-
ton, Mrs. E. M. Jones and El-
der W. L. Porter., Hostesses
for the night were Roberta
ly known in civic and religious
circles, has won much praise from
the Memphis public for his com-
munity efforts.
He will be introduced at t h e
afternoon service by Leroy Mat-
thews. Atty. Estes is a native of
Jackson, Tenn.
The youth choir of Beulah Bap-
tist church will furnish music for
the afternoon service.
Miss Inez Terrell is program
chairman for the Youth Day.
Rev. L. S. Biles is minister at
Bloomfield Baptist church.
The many friends of Earline
Hampton join her in mourning the
loss of her father, Mr. Earl Ramp-
ton, who was buried this week.
Mrs. Hampton is a member of
, the popular La Mar Cheri club.
Ambassador George A. Padmore
has announced that President Wil-
liam V. S. Tubman of Liberia is
on a two-month good-will tour of
Europe in response to invitations
from the chiefs of state of five
nations.
President Tubman will arrive in
I ly Sept. 20 and remain there as
the guest of the President until
Oct. 2. From Oct. 3 to 5. he will
be a guest of the President of
France. He will visit Chancellor
Adenauer in West Germany from
Oct. 8 to 13. in the Netherlands as
a guest of the royal family from
Oct. 15 to 28. and arrive in Swit-
zerland Oct 19.
Travelling with President -Rib-
man are Mrs_ Tubman and ranling
official, of the Republic of Liberia.
Half-Pint
Size In Convenient




sour Favorite Liquor Store
ASRAHAM BOUND ISAAC AND LND HIM
UPON THE ALTAR. AS ISE WAS ABOUT TO
SLAY HIM,THE ANGEL OF THE LORD
SHOWED HIM A RAM TO OMR INSTEAD.
Morris, Betty Lou Morris,
Virginia Owens and Betty
Ann Davis. Among the out-
standing guests were Elder
W. L. Porter, of Pentecostal
Temple; Mr. and Mrs. L.
Carr, Miss J. M. Scott, Elder
and Mrs. L. Haley, Mr. and
Mrs. Earnest Haley, Elder
and Mrs. Jasper Porter and
Mrs. C. Thomas. (Withers Pho-
to.)
LAGOS, Nigeria — (ANP) —
Arkansas born baritone singer
William Warfield stormed Nigeria
last week when he gave the sec-
ond of his performances in the
country in the school hall of King's
college, Race course road. Lagos.
Prominent among those who
watched the two hour performance
was the governor general of Ni-
geria, Sir James Robertson and
four federal ministers.
Many who could not get reserved
tickets to go into the hall gathered
round the windows to have a peep
at one of the world's great bari-
tone singers.
Warfield sang many pieces from
the classical works of Mozart and
Handel to Negro spirituals.
The highlight of the performance
was reached when Dr. Otto Herz,
piano accompanist to Warfield. in-
troduced the old spiritual "Ride
On, King Jesus," arranged by Hall
Johnson. In a rich vibrating bari-
tone voice. Wartield carried the
whole crowd away and many
people tappel with their feet on
the floor id the hall. When he
finished the piece, cheers re-
sounded from the crowd that was
being cor.tolled by the police out-
side the hall.
After the performance. Warfield
was the guest at a cocktail party
arranged by Miss Ay o Vaughan. a





MILK and. ICE CREAM
by HATTIE HOUSE
Rivaling the recent harmonious
convention at Cow Palace, the Bap-
tist convention in Denver, Colo.
began and ended on a joval note.
The entire staff of officers head-
ed by the dynamic Rev. J. H. Jack-
son of Chicago, Ill, was re-elected.
Business over, the ministers
and .their wives visited a few of
the historical spot!), Red Rock
Mountain and Buffalo Bill's grave
were ',Fong them.
BETHLEHEM BAPTIST
Sunday is Women's Day at
Bethlehem Baptist church. It will
feature two talented speakers plus
a colorful pageant. Mrs. Evelyn ,
Carter will speak during the morn- 1
ing worship at 11 a.m. Accompa-
nying music will be rendered by
Mrs. Getie, Dotson. The timely 3
p.m. address will be presented by
Mrs. E. M. Ware of St. Paul
Baptist church. St. Paul's choirs
will furnish the music. Mrs. Nan-
cy Given will be mistress of cere-
mony.
The bible pageant at 7:30 p.m.
will be centered around the (16
books of the bible.
Acting Superintendent of Sun-
day School, Sunday, will be Mrs.
M. Farrell. She will open Sun-
day school at 9 a.m.
The Baptist Training Union
will be under the direction of
Mrs. G. B. Smith. It commences
I at 6:30 p.m.The chairman of Woman's Day
is Mrs. Katie Bibbs. Rev. J. R.
, Bibbs is the pastor.
NEW TYLER AME
The congregation of New Tyler
AME church will hold regular ser-
vice, Sunday. Prof. Isiah Good-
rich, jr. and Mrs. Alma Bowen
'will supervise the Sunday school at
9:30 a.m.
An inspirational sermon by the
, pastor, Rev. H. W. Henning, will
be heard at 11 a.m. The senior
and No. 2 choirs will provide the
, music.
I Miss J. Flowers will direct the
ACE League at 5:30 p.m.
Evening service will be held
at 7:30.
COLUMBUS BAPTIST
Young People's Day will be ob-
served at the Columbus Baptist
church, Sunday. The youths have
planned a program for 3 p.m. Mrs.
L. M. Ewelles is chairman and
Mrs. Gladys Roberts is the co-
chairman.
P. Buiripus will start the Sun-
day school zervice at 9:30 a.m.
Following directly will be the
morning woi ship at 11 a.m. The
pastors, Rev. A. E. Campbell,
will preside.
Baptist Training Union and
the evening service will be held
at 6:30 and 7:30 respectively.
ST. JUDE BAPTIST
Services at the St Jude Baptist
church, Sunday, will be regular.
Presenting the message at 11 a.m.
will be the assistant pastor. Rev.
A. H. Charles. William H. Davis
will conduct the Sunday school.
It begins at 9:15 a.m.
Baptist Training Union is
scheduled for 6:30 p.m. Mrs.
Easter Charles will he in charge.
TALLAHASSEE. fla. — (INS) — The Manager of
the Tallahassee bus company declared last week business
is "picking up" hut added the boycott of city buses by
local Negroes is still "very effective."
Charles Carter declared that business “is stlil 40 per
cent lower than at this time last
year." The buses were boycotted
May 29 in protest over the arrest
of two co-eds from all Negro
Florida A. and M. college who et -
fused to move to the rear ot
segregated vehicle.
The co n was forced out of
•
There is u reason why pull.
like to do business with us It
11 OIJI/ prompt, friendly service,
courteous treetwient and desire
to help you. •
Open Thursday Nights
Until 3 P. M.
Closed all day Saturday •
152 MADISON AVE.
Phone JA. 5-7611
Morn• 0..oted NOM. 0111.r0tild
busirwss July I but ::eiurned Its
coachzs to tnei streets so. 1 altcr
a "ride-the-bus campaigr. by :hi,
Chamber of Commerce gained ad-
v.,trons.
Carter said the average daily
passenger load is around 2,500.
Ile said soli! ..(16 to (190 Negroes
',minded. u uch le is tha:i be-
fore the boycott.
Meanwhile, 10 Negro leaders of
the movement will go on trial n
Tallahassee next week on charges
ot operating car pools without
proper licenses. Among them 1;
Rev. C. K. Steele, president of
the Negro Inter-Civic council and
the leader of the boycott.
NEW YORK — (INS) — An-
gelo John LaMarca. 31, who a)-
legedly confessed the kidnap -
death of 33-d iy-old Peter Weinber-
ger, will seek a change of venue
on Friday for his trial on first
degree murder and kidnaping
charges.
The trial ;1 scheduled to start
Oct. 1 in Mineola, L. I.
•
The usual 8 p.m. service will
be held.
Rev. W. X. Mosby is the pas-
tor.
ST. JAMES AME
A program jointly sponsored by
the KDR club and Men's Service
League is slated for ,.I p.m. Sun-
day, at St. James AME church.
Dinner will be served after the
program in the dining room. De-
licious, indeed, will be meal pre-
pared, by the men at 81 a plate.
Mrs. Lillian Tyler is chairman
of the KDR club and 0. D. Hayes
is president of the Men's Serv-
ice League.
At 7:30 p.m., the Men's Service
League is presenting a musical.
Each member is asked to bring
an item of grocery. The grocer-
ies will be given to the needy.
The public is invited. .
William Jackson will conduct
the Sunday school at 9:30 a.m.
At 11 a.m.. the morning service
will be held. Rev. H. Si,. Nel-
son, the pastor, will deliver the
sermon.
The ACE League convenes at
6:30 p.m. Mrs. Dora Whitson is
the directress.
IKE BOOSTERS —0. W. Pick-
ett, left, and Lt. George W.
Lee, Republican leader, get
"Ike" buttons from Miss Ma-
rian Albright, second from left,
and Miss Bernice Lewis, who
were two of the girls who rode
the Eisenhower Bandwagon
when it came to Memphis last
week. Lt. Lee said "it was
an entirely integrated display
free from the roadblocks
which kept the Freedom Train
from coming here when the
Democrats were in power. Col-
ored and whites met together
in the first mixed rally held at
Bellevue Park and heard our
Negro and white candidates
raise their voices with equal
fervor until the density of ths
night air was thick with praise
for Eisenhower and Nixon.
The bandwagon visited all sec-
tions of town including Beale
st., Orange Mound and such
Wards as 14 and .25 and 35.
It was a warm display of
Democracy in action.
Mrs. Thelma McKissic is the
church reporter.
ST. STEPHEN BAPTIST
Claiming the spotlight at St.
Stephen Baptist church, Sunday,
will be a musical at 3 p.m. The
male chorus of the church will
render it. Elijah Hall is the direc-
tor.
F. L. Stephen will conduct the
Sunday school at 9:15 a.m. The
morning worship will be held at
11 a.m. Rev 0. C. Criven, the
pastor, will officiate.
The evening service will be held
at 7:30. Baptist Training Union
commences at 6 p.m.
An AME church has been or-
Yes Madame,
For a nice filling one dish
meal on Friday let's try this
Tuna pie and Cheese Whirl
baked on a tuna and vegetable
pie, Dad and the small fry will
like it if made with Jack Spi at
enriched flour.
FILLING
I 1-4 Cups, diced potatoes
I-4 cup diced celery
1 tablespoon chopped onion
:1-4 cup Jack Sprat canned peas
1 Pimento cut in strips
1 7 oz. can (1 cup) flaked tuna
3-1 teaspoon salt
1-8 teaspoon pepper
1-2 cup vegetable liquor
I tablespoon enriched flour
Cook potatoes, celery and
onion in small amount of salt-
ed water. Drain. Combine
vegetables and tuna. Pour into
greased 1 quart casserole. Add
seasoning. Gradually add veget-
' ganized in Hr.? Walker Homes. Ser-
vices are now being held in the
Ford's Chapel AME church on the
first and third Sundays. Friends
, are invited.
j Evang. M. I. Shackleford, M.
V. Reed and E. Revers are the
supervisors. Rev. W. L. Powell is
the pastor.
JANA C. PORTER
able liquor to Jack Sprat flour
and blend; pour over tuna and
vegetables. Arrange cheese
swirls on top. Bake in moder-
ate hot oven (450 degrees F)
20 minutes. Serves 4 to 5.
CHEESE WHIRLS
2 cup enriched flour with 1-4
teaspoon salt and 2 teaspoon
baking powder; cut in 1 1-2 to
2 tablespoon shortening; add
1-3 cup milk. Mix until flour is
moistened. Turn on lightly
flour surface. Knead 1-2
minute, Roll 1-2 in thickness.
Sprinkle 1-4 cup American
Cheese. Roll as jelly roll. Cut
in 1-2 inch slices. Makes 9 to
8 biscuits.
This pie is so filling that only
a salad or dessert and beverage




ONLY 1200 STAMPS TO FILL A BOOK
MORE MID-SOUTH FIRMS GIVE QUALITY STAMPS
MORE MID SOUTH FAMILIES SAVE QUALITY STAMPS
Visit the Quality Stamp Redemption Store At 216 S. Cleveland
AN ENJOYABLE program was presented to the vast Mid-South
audience on a retest Big Star Food Stores', Show, over powerful
station WDIA. These boys and girls can very well be big stars of
tomorrow. Big Star is happy to give talented boys and girls en op
pertunity to egress themscRes over the ale. Left to right: Mar





































Mother To Defy Ky. S
Ignores Ruling
Barring Negroes
CLAY. Ky. — Officials announced hece yesterday
that Clay Consolidated school would open today as an all.
white school.
However, the courageous mother who succeeded in
entering her children in the school through a ruse last
week, announced het children will 
report for class as usual. "I called the governor to tellThe mother, Mrs. Louise Gor- him he could do himself and usdon, will be acting it. defiance of a lot of good if he would get hisruling by the Ky. attorney gen- soldiers and state police out oferal. that the enrollment of her here betore Monday, . . ."two children Jimmy, jr., and
Theresa was premature. Continuing Clark said the gover•
ENTER WEDNESDAy nor replied 'Herman, you call
your superintendent over at DixonAfter being turned back by an and tell him to call Dr. Martingry mobs of whites two days 
week, Mrs. Gordon finally sue- 
(Dr. Robert ft. Martin, state su-
ceeded in enrolling her children 
perintendent ut public instruction)
Wednesday with the help of 500 
and he in turn will eall me."
Ky. national guardsmen According to the mayor. the
Later in the week, they were' 
governor further said:
joined by a third Negro child, "I feel sure that what you have
told me about the school boardBobby Carl Copeland, while most 
Mar-ofme ting is correct When Dr.  the white students and teach-
, tin calls me to verif3 this to me,
I will have the troops out of your
city by Monday morning. I am
not in the school business."
In the face of this, Mrs. Gor-
don told the Defender Sunday, "I
have every retention of taking my
children to school."
THERESA GORDON
ers boycotter' the school
The Webster County Board of
"Education barred the children af-
ter an opinien by Atty. Gen. Jo.
M. Ferguson that it could ban the
three children.
If Mrs. Gordon allows her chil-
dren to attend the Clay school,
they probably will have to do so
without the protection of national
guardsmen. Mayor Herman Z.
Clark announced he has received
assurances from Gov. A. B. (Hap-
py) Chandler the guardsmen will
be withdrawn by today.
However, J. J. B. Williams,
guard adjutant general, said he
will continue Isis patrol until Gov.'
Chandler notifies him to end it.
Clark said'
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Lee Cope-
land, parents of Bobby Carl, 12,
were not immediately available
for comment.
Mrs. Irene Powell, principal of
the school, said she will meet the
Gordon children, James ie.. 10.
and Theresa, 8, at the door Mon-
day morning and inform them of
the school board's action.
The consensus is that she will
turn them away. Mrs. Powell has
made no secret of the fact that
she is against integration.
The fight to ban the Negro
youths has been led by three Bap-




Wilbur Collins, who opposed the
enrollment ot the children and who
asked for the attorney general's
opinion, is a Baptist minister and
psstor of a ehurch near Clay.
Minville Clark, English teacher
at the school, Is also a Baptist
minister anci was the first to,
leave his classroom when the Ne-
groes enrolled.
He was joined by his fellew Bap-
tist minister end biology teacher,
20,000 COPIES SOLD IN THE
FIRST THREE MONTHS
OF
"THE SWEET FLYPAPER OF LIFE"
HEART-WARMING PICTURE STORY OF LIFE IN HARLEM WITH
BEAUTIFUL PHOTOGRAPHS BY ROY DeCARAV A AND A NAR-
RATIVE BY LANGSTON HUGHES.
"THE SWEET FLYPAPER OF LIFE"
To receive a copy promptly by mail directly to you, write your
$1.00 made out to: University Place Bookshop, Mt University Plate,
name below and endose • doller bill or check of money order for
New York 3, N. Y.
NAME 
ADDRESS 





Every Night Except Sunday
First Race 7:30 P.M.
Spacious Snack Bar for Your Refreshment
Choice Seats Available
No Minors Allowed on or at thF Premises
5 Minutes Freon Downtown MEMPHIS





517,000 DRESS! This is the
pink and oeekboo gown worn
by Zsa Zsa Gabor in current
engagement at Rivera hotel in
:iool Ban Memphis SlimeRock'N Roll
Texas Whites
Attend TSU
HOUSTON — (ANP*—The pres-
ident of Texas Southern univer
say. a school set up for Negroes.
said last week that several white
students had enrolled into t h e
school.
, Dr. Samuel Narbit. dit not give
t the exact. number of white stu-
dents admitted. He said that one
!withdrew last week.
! Texas Southern, state operated.
was founded under the name of
Texas State university for Ne-
groes in 1947, when the old state
acquired facilities of the old Hous-
ton college for Negroes. which had
t been in operation since 1927.
Las 1'egas, on opening night.
Zsa Zsa is vieing for "biz"
with Eartha Kitt who appears
at nearby New Frontier hotel.
Depot Sets Record In
Accident-Free Hours
A new safety record of 1.000.000
m a n hours oorked wihout a
lost time accident has been set
Frank Abernathy. Both have since
resigned from the school.
Thus the lines are drawn. Mrs.
Gordon and her children will go
to school It seems certain that
school officials will turn them
back.
Atty. Gen F'erguson indicated
this is his -opinion. He said;
JIMMY GORDON
"Whereas the registration of
these children seems premature,
it also remains that their parents
can go into a federal court and
ask if the Webster county board
has acted with all deliberate
speed."
The Board has made no mose
toward integration. All officials
have indicated their opposition
and unwilingness to make plans to
integrate the school.
! at the Arms's Memphis General
"Depot, it has been announced by
'Col. °Omar F. Kotick. command-
ing officer.
He said this represents the best
safety mark ever achieved m the-
15-year history of the Army De-
pot. and surpasses the old record
of 108 dass and 980,000 man hours
'worked accident free in 1950.
Through Sept. 7. the Depot's
1.450 employes have worked 136
iconsecutive days since April 24
for a total of 1,006,573 man
hours without a 'disabling injury.
Earlier this year. a string of
90 consecutive accident free days
was halted on Feb. 1,
WORKERS ENTHUSED
Commenting on the new record,
W. W. Moore, safety director, said
the record is primarily due to the
enthusiasm of employes who have
shown a sincere interest in the
Depot's safety program.
For example, during the per-
iod of 136 accident free days, em-
ployes submitted 72 safety sugges-
tions under the incentive Awards
program which pays cash awards
for employe suggestions.
Much credit is also due Chiefs of
the various sections at the depot
who have implemented the safety
program to fit the needs of their
particular section and continually
fostered safety in their various '
operations.
Tavern Star
Memphis Slim, one cit'' the very
great musicians along nightery
stern continues to wow patrons
ot the Ruck 'N Roli tavern. 57
; E. 51st st. with his torrid playing
• and entertaining.
' The Rock `Ni Roll is one of the
best patronized places in town.'
Nightly the spot is jammed with
music lovers and sightseeing ce-
lebs. And over week end there is




A prominent business man was
named to head the Negro finan-
cial drive for the Republican
races, local and national, this week
lie is B. F. Olive, executive
vice president and secretary of
Universal Life Insurance co.
About 687 days are required for The announcement was made by
Mars to make a complete circuit George McCall. GOP finance chair- '
of the sun. man for Shelby county.
Douglass Pulls Game
Out In Last Minutes
By ALEXANDER DELOACH, Jr.
The Douglass Red Devils proved
last Friday night at Melrose
stadium to the satisfaction of 3,500
fans that they are really devils
as they alternated bursts of speed j
and power in defeating Hamilton
High of last•minute touchdowns,
13-12
Both of Douglass's TD's came
in the last five minutes with them
trailing 12 to 0.
WEB" SCORES
In the first quarter the Wildcats
of Hamilton were like a ball ,
of fire, posting their first score
early in the period Halfback Eu-
gene Webb took a handoff from
• Quarterback Calvin Boyce on the
two-yard line and he went over
from there.
Douglass tried to mote the
ball but ended up punting. T h e
Wildcats moved into the air,
racking up yardage and moving
down to the six from which point
Webb smashed over from the six.
Both teams went scoreless in
the third quarter. However, the
Douglass team was threatening to
score before the Wildcats rose up
Red Devil's last quarter win over
Booker T. Washington, arc now left
without doubt, the Red Devils
are n tough final period team.
DOUGLASS HITS
With just five minutes le tt in the
last quarter, the Red Devils took
a Hamilton pant at midfield and
started setting the stadium onj
fire. In two plays they moved
to the Wildcats' 35 and a longj
pass from Quarterback Walter'
Bankhead to Fullback John Doug-
lass, who took it on the goal line,
gave them the first tally.
A. Bankhead to Halfback Ivory
Hunt netted the extra point.
It seemed that touchdown took
some of the life out of the Hamil-
ton team.
Larry Qualls set up the next
touchdown for Douglass with a
43-yard run that placed the ball
on the S. Hunt went through left
tackle for the score and the try
for the extra point was no good.
There's a lug of good football
this week end.
Melrose goes against Manas-
sas High Thursday night at Mel-
rose stadium and Saint Augustine
to stop them cold. meets Booke: T. Washingtou at
Fans who remember last year's Washington eadium Friday night.
'Four White Men
Await Rape Trial
MAGNOLIA, Miss. — Four white
men here who are accused of rap-
ing am 18-year-old Negro girl on
May 13 are slated to have their
case go to the grand jury on Oct.
1.
In case they are Indicted, Judge
Toni P. Brady of Brookhaven,
author of 'Black Monday" and
an ardent segregationist, will hear
the case.
I The men have been in jail since
the girl accused them of kidnap-
ping her from thehouse hc and
her mother lived in near Walker's
bond in jail here until the next
grand jury could decide on what
, action to take.
The men have been in jail now
for four months and observers be-
lieve the jury will take this fact
into consideration. Two of the
suspects, Ernest Dillon, and Duroa
Duncan, are reportedly separated
from their wives.
011ie Dillon's wife reportedly
has visited him during the sum-
mer. The other Duncan is not
married.
Officers say the men have done
very little griping about their ar-
I rest and jail stay.
of death prescribed for capi—I A preliminary hearing for the Students Iaccused, Ernest H. Dillon, 29, his
brother, 011ie (Monk) Dillon, 44, waj and two cousins. Olen Duncan, 21, lkout Over
' and Duroa Vancan, 21, was held
two weeks miler their arrests.
At that time Judge Hansford
L. Simmons of Pike County Court,
ordered that they be held without
Death by lethal gas is the form








Variety of colors, green, gray, coral, white, black,
and chartreuse. 3 styles to select from,
$295
lust *0 and up
ADVANCE FURNITURE CO.
906 VANCE AVENUE — 559 MISSISSIPPI BLVD.
1252 FLORIDA AVENUE






COLUMBUS. Ga. — A committee
that will function and carry on the
various activities in connection
with the promotion and publicity
relating to the annual Tuskegee
Morehouse football game. Oct. 19,
has been set up here by represen-
tatives from Tuskegee Institute
and Storehouse college who met in
Colun.bus this week.
Gordon H. Kitchen, secretary of
the Fifth Avenue U. S. 0., was
named chair:nan; Dr. K. H. Terry,
vice-chairman. and Arthur J. Mc-
Clung, was appointed secretary.
ONE POUND Your Choice of . . . MILD or HOT















BALTIMORE — (INS) — About
500 Southern High school students
stayed away from classes Friday,
apparently as the outgrowth of an
altercation between colored and
white girl students the day before.
About 200 students refused to
enter the building Friday morning.
and about 300 more walked out of
'classes after school had begun.
; Seventy-five Baltimore police
iwere rushed to the scene, and were
'trying to prevent the youths from
I marching on two other high schools
in an effort to persuade students to
leave classes.
Southern High school was the
scene of disturbances over integra-
tion two years ago.
The current walkout is believed
to stem from an altercation be-
tween two colored girls and a
white girl on a school bus.
The two colored girls reportedly
attacked the white girl. One ar-
rest has been made.
NEW. DECORATIVE
VINYL ANNOUNCED
A new decorative material has
been announced—cutouts of self-ad-
hesive vinyl plastic which can be
applied to furniture and accts.
sories walkout 'soaking.
Scenes depleted In the cutouts
include provincial and copper
modern assortments for the kitch-
en and a Mother Goose and Wild
West series for children's rooms.
' The material is claimed to be
waterproof and applied after strip
ping off the paper backing.
(Designed by the Cohn-Hall-
Marx Company and produced by
the plastics division of the Mon-
santo Chemical Company.)
L 
Words of She Wiso
Reuling is a matter of time,
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Keel School PTA Mapb
Programs For The Year
A Parent Education program ton
parents and teachers with handi-
capped enildeen, was the concern
of the first meeting of the Keel
school PIA last Monday night.
Mrs. Elizabeth Ware, president,
commended the parents for t h e
summer's events and introduced
Mrs. Laura Tyus, the special guest.
Mrs. Tyus talked to parents and
teachers with surpassing efficien-
cy on PTA responsibilities and
problems. The warmth of her sin-
cere personal interest in PTA work
keeps her endeared to the local
councils. A spontaneous appreci-
ation of applause and thanks -vas
given to Mrs. Tyus and her hus-
band oho so honored the meeting
by his presence.
PROGRAM PLANS
Plans for the year's program
and commitfees were named.
Oct. 7 13 — National Handicap-
ped Week with a Banquet Oct. 8
featuring Bert Ferguson, Gen
Mgr. of W. D. I. As as guest.
Nov. 12 — American Education
Week, "Schools — For A Strong
America." theme. Radio Inter-
views included.
Dec. 10 — Christmas Bazaar.
Jan. 14 — Program for Polio
will have as guest speaker. Mrs.
L. Riley. ex. see., Mphs. chapter.
Feb. 10 — P. T A. Founders
Day — A discussion. "Training
and Treatment for the Handi-
capped Child
March 11 — A discussion. "Plan-
ning Ahead for Handicapped Chil-
dren."
April 8—Annual Tea and Fashion
Ma s 'lidded* s Program.
COMMITTEEE NAMED
General prugram — Mrs. As-
nettee Williams, chairman.
Radio — Mrs. Hayti, Kn. Giv-
en
Christmas Bazaar — Mrs. B.
Williams, Mrs. L. Watkins.
Polio -- Mrs. Ophelia Carter,
Mrs. Hamlet and Mrs. Akin.
Discussions groups — Mrs. Cora
Harris. Mrs. Savanan McKinney.
Children's program — Mrs. Arm-
strong, Mrs. liusluns, Mrs. T. An-
t h Gloriaopn ey.
Carter, chairman, Mrs.
orating committee — Mrs.
ilayes, Mrs Pyre, Mrs •Townes.
Mrs. M. Carter.
Field 'trip committee — Mrs. Z.
Nelson, chairman, hi r s. Or r,
Mrs.
nmleSt how committee —
Mrs Pyre, chairman, Mrs. Half-
acre. Mrs. Jordsn, Mrs. Lauder-
6Sit(lhool Beaotiful committee
Mrs. L. Jones. chairman, Mrs. L.
Watkins, Mr.; Reed, Mrs. Brown.
Publicity committee — Dorothy
Johnson. chairman.
Scrap Book committee Mrs,
D. Thomas, chairman, Mrs. Allen.
The Keel ss•hool PTA invites all
parents of handicapped children
(homebound retarded, convales-
cent) to attend these meetings.
The second Monday night, 7:30
to 8:30 p, ni each month. A de-
tailed program will appear in
next week's edition.
Mrs. Elizabeth Ware, presi-
dent: Mrs. Dorothy Thomas, seers-
show. reporter.
srtearnd Mrs. Dorothy Johnson,
hiew
200 DOWN — Warren Spahn,
Milwaukee Braves pitcher real-
izes his life's ambition when
he won his 200th major league
victory. Spahn holds up two




Musical Instruments for School
New Carl Fisher, Fontaine, Wood Clarinets
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On The Memphis Market
-
PORT AU PRINCE. Haiti — On
the heels of election in this coun-
try, President Paul E. Magloire
left for the United States where it
is reported he will undergo medical
treatment.
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. — (ANP) —
Time is marching on and along
with it progress in public school
integration, although the process
is slow.
A review of events that have
happened in the nation's public
schools since the opening of
schools this month points out that
dsegregation in schools is extend-
ing toward the Deep South, where
racial prejudice and resistance to
the historic Supreme court decis-
ion is greatest.
As the fall school term got un-
derway, 186 more districts were
added to the list of integrated
school units, bringing the total
to 723. according to the Southern
Education Reporting Service, an
objective fact-finding service es-
tablished by newspaper editors
and educators to obtain accurate
information en the effect of the
Supreme Court desegregation de-
cision.
However, in light of the fact that
there are about 17,000 school dis-
tricts or units in the 17 southern
and border states and the District
of Columbia, this is still not an
impressive figure.
The eight most defiant states to
the high court decree are Missis-
sippi, Virginia, North Carolina,
South Carolina, Alabama, Florida,
Georgia and Louisiana.
The following is the current re-
port on integration in Deep
Southern states
(1) VIRGINIA — Virginia has
the best educational record of the
eight states, but under the gover-
nership of Thomas Stanley, has
been one of the most determined
opponents of integration.
The state's powerful Gray Com-
mittee has been named to draft a
legislative program to resist in-
tegration, even though U.S. Dis-
trict Judge John Paul ordered the
admittance of Negro students at
Charlottesville. Later, however,
the Charlottesville school board
obtained a stay of Judge Paul's
order to admit Negro students this
month.
An order to begin integration in
Arlington county on January 31 has
been appealed, and GOV. Stanley
has been calling the legislature
into special session.; repeatedly in
an effort to find means of cir-
cumventing the Supreme Court de-
cision.
(2) MISSISSIPPI — Mississippi
is the only state where there has
been totally no specific effort to-
ward integration through action in
the federal courts. But, much leg-
islation outlawing integration has
been devised.
Mississippi is consolidating her
1,000 school districts into about
200. The state has raised teachers'
salaries and is proceeding on the
theory that ;lesegregation can be
avoided. Ninety per cent of the
more than 3 million dollars allo-
cated by the state Educational
Commission in Mississippi was for
new Negro schools.
(3) NORTH CAROLINA — North
Carolina voters last week approv-
ed a Constitutional amendment
which — intends to give assuratce
that no white child would be re-
quired to attend school with Ne-
groes.
The plan was advocated by Gov.
Luther H. Hoages and would allow
school boards to close schools if a
majority f parents agreed that in-
tegration moves caused "intolera-
ble" situations. Like the Virginia
plan, it would allow the use of
state funds ($135 a year) to pay
tuition at private schools for stu-
dents whose parents did not want
them to attend integrated classes.
(4) SOUTH CAROLINA — Gov.
George Bell Timmerman, jr., has
repeatedly declared that "not in a
thousand years will the schools of
South Carolina be integrated."
Immediately following his inaugu-
ration, the legislature approved
his measure withholding state
funds from any integrated school.
In July, 1955, a three-judge fed-
eral court at Columbia ordered the
Summerton school district to pro-
ceed "with ah deliberate speed"
to remove racial barriers in its
schools. The board took no action
and the school opened on a segre-
gated basis as before. Nothing has
been done by the court.
Next to Mississippi, the U. S.
Office of Education report shows
South Carolina spends less per
pupil than any other state in the
deep South. The State spends
$195.52 for white students and
$98.14 for Negroes.
(5( ALABAMA — Two constitu-
tional amendments designed to
maintain segregation in schools
and parks were adopted by t h e
voters of this state last Aug. 28.
by majorities of about 3 to 2. The
one relating to school was known
as the "freedom or choice" amend-
ment.
It eliminated the constitutional
requirement of state-supported
public schools and gave parents
the opportunity to decide whether
their children should attend inte-
grated schools. The Alabama con-
stitution had required the mainten-
ance of separate schools for whites
and Negroes, but that provision
was deleted. Now, it has been
KENTUCKY national guards-
men hold back the milling
mob which gathered at the en-
argued, the state legislature is
free to permit voluntary integra-
tion, but there has been no posi-
tive move in that direction.
State Senator Albert Boutwell of
Birmingham said that the public
school system could be abolished
as a last resort in resisting inte-
gration.
(6) FLORIDA — The state legis-
lature met in special session this
summer and quickly passed a five-
point program to tighten the sta-
tus quo. It gave county boards au-
thority to assign pupils on the bas-
is of intelligence, background, pre-
vious training, compatibility with
other students, and to take into
consideration "socio-economic fac-
tors" in deciding where to assign
pupils.
The lawmakers also empowered
the Governor to make and enforce
rules "relating to the use of any
state, county or municipal park,
building or facility that may be
necessary or expedient to preserve
the peace and tranquility of t h e
state and prevent violenceS'
(7) GEORGIA — Last Feb. 6.
Gov. Marvin Griffin signed five
bills which were designed to main-
tain segregation in public schools.
They gave the governor authority
to close schools and provide for
grants to pupils, to permit leasing
of school buildings for private op-
eration, and require that private
schools have a certificate form
from the state fire marshall.
(8) LOUISIANA -- There is no
integration below the college level
in public schools here.
Four of the seven State colleges
have Negro students, but the leg-
islature took steps at a special ses-
sion in July to see that no others
are admitted.
One act requires that anyone ap-
plying for entry into a tax-support-
Dear Mme. Chante: I have been Marcell Watson, 1528 E. 64th
regular reader of your column Chicago 37, 1.11.
or some time and now I am
ling in hopes that you will
able to help me. I would like
o hear from a nice young man
hp wants the better things out of
• e. I am a Christian woman,
ight brown skin, weigh 155 pounds,
ft. 5t2 incaes tall and my pro-
ession is that of a practical nurse.
am a middle aged lady and I
ill answer all letters and ex-
hange photos. — Rita Simmons,
. 23, 6th ave., Gary, Ind.
es*
Dear Mme. Chante: I would like
correspond with a Jamaican girl
any sincere girl who is interest.
in matrimony. She must ap-
eciate an ambitious, hard-work-
mg and home loving husband. I
m a Korean vet and find single
'ife very lonely and would like to
xchange it for married life. I will
nswer all letters and exchange
hotos. — Raymond Mata, 359 E.
st., Chicago, Ill.
• • *
Dear Mme Chante: I am de-
irous of obtaining a pen pal from
he U. S., who belongs, to the
urch of Cod In Christ. One who
elieves in the baptism of the Holy
host. He must be willing to tray-
1 and want to learn about my
_ountry as I am desirous of learn-
ing about the USA. I am 54 years
of age and of African and Jamai-
a.an descent. Macmiklian Jacquett,
t2 Lower York st., Franklin Town,
gston Jamaica, BWI.
• • *
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a Ja-
aican woman, 35 years of age
ho would like to correspond with
n pals in the U. S. I am 5 ft.
inches tall, weigh 140 pounds,
rown skin with black hair. I will
ake great pleasure in answering
11 letters and also in exchanging
ahotos. — Gladys Lyttle, 1 Love
t., Janetown, Jonestown, P. 0.
gston Jamaica, B. W. L „
Dear Mtn* Chante t I ern de.
of obtaining a pen pal be-
eon the ages of 18-30 years of
age, so having heard that yon
ire able to assist in this matter
1 take pleasure in sending in this
ipplication. I promise to answer
-11 letters and exchange photos.
- Clifford Saunders. Harry Watch
. 0. Manchester Jamaica, WM.
• * •
Dear Mme. Chante t I an do-
s of getting an American pen
al. I am 35 years of age, weigh
43 pounds, 5 ft. 2 inches in height,
lark complexion with black hair
and large eyes. I would prefer a
regular church goer from Los An-
geles, but will answer all other
letters. Miss Alice Rose. 12 Rob-
ert st., Alman Town P. 0. King-
ston Jamaica, B. W. I.
• *
Dear Mme. Chante: I am writ-
ing in hopes of acquiring an Amer-
ican pen pal. Someone between the
ages of 22-30. I am 18 years of
ge, 5 ft. 6 inches tall and weigh
The Republic's top official is not37 pounds. My hobbies are swim- up for re-election as his six-yearing and movies, my profession term ends next month when elect.is dress making and machine em- ions are held. Leading candidateroidery. I will answer all letters for the presidency is clement Ju-and exchang a photos. So write melle, an American college gra-oon. — Miss Emil Phipps. 3
ivingston Jonestown P. 0., 
duate.
ngston Jamaica. B. W I. The exact nature of President.
• a Magloire illness was not revealed
and the fact that he sought medi-, Dear Mme. Chante: I am' seek-
cal treatment came as a surpriseing a pen pal. My name is Ly-
since there had been no indicationnett Jolly. 30 years of age, weigh
he was ill.140 pounds and 4 ft. 5 inches tall.
I am a store clerk and my hob-
by is dancing. I will answer all
letters and exchange photos. —
Miss Lynett Jolly. 7 Cambridee st .
Franklin Town, Kingston Jamai-
ca, B. W. I.
• • •
Dear !Arne. Chante: I am 25
years of age, slightly on the stout
aide and 5 ft. 3 inches tall. I love
church work and desire to corres-
pond with ministers. All I ask is
that they he sincere. I will give
more details in my letters to per-
sons desiring to write. I am very
lonely. — Miss Lavern Harmon,
B 638, Memphis 1. Tenn.
• • a
t Dear Mime. Chante: I would like
Very much to hear from a nice
gentleman, age 40-45 years. who
would make a good companion and
a father for my small son. I am
interested in marriage and not
pen pals. I would like someone
clean, neat and decent and must
he able to keep his promise. I am
willing to travel. I will answer all
letters that nave photos attach-
ed. I am 33 years of age, 5 ft. 2
inches tall, light brown complexion
with black hair. Please tell me
an about yourself in first letter.
— Miss K. KlemmonS, Gen. Del.,
Okmulgee, Cala.
• * •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am 19
years of age. Pnd would like to cor-
respond with a young lady be-
tween the ages of 18-32 who is
sincere and interested in matri-
mony in the future I am 5 ft. 10
inches tall. 227 pounds. black hair,
brown eyes and a light complex-
ion. If you are not lonely and
sincere please do not write. ---
• *, •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a lone-
ly lady in the hospital and I would
like to hear from pen pals be-
tween the ages of 21-29. I am 5
ft. 7 inches tall, weigh 125 pounds,
21 years of age with a light brown
complexion. I will answer all let-
ters and exchange photos. Mintee
Cleary, B 123, Alexander, Ark.
• • •
Dear Mine. Chante: I am a
young man, 24 year of age, weigh
160 pounds and 5 ft. 10 inches
tall, with black hair and dark
brown eyes. I would like to cor-
respond with young ladies between
the ages of 18-28 years, I will an-
swer all letters and exchange pho-
tos. — Fred Morgan, 1115 S. 9th
st., Louisville, Ky.
• •
Dear Stmt. Chante: I am writ-
ing in hopes that you will be able
to help me. I am a middle aged
man of mixed blood, 5 ft. 11 inches
tall and weigh 185 pounds. I am
a Christian business man who
wants a wife who doesn't drink
or smoke and is able to drive
a car and type. One who is free
to travel not over 45 or under 35
and not over 150 pounds. I will
answer all letters and exchange
photos. J. W. Williams, B 603,
Robbins, III.
ATLANTA, Ga. — (ANP) —
Claiming that "if segregation is a
sin, God did not know about it,"
a Southern white minister told
his congregation last week that
God created segregation when he
established the earth,
' Rev. George 0. King told his
East Point Methodist congregi
lion last Sunday that segregation
of every sort is evident in the
world today, adding that "separa-
tion Mil groups of like interest,
endowment, experience, and abili-
ty is our pattern in finance, so-
cial orders, educational process-
es, recreational facilities, real-
dences and every other area of
life,"
trance the Sturgis High
school where eight Negro stu-
dents are enrolled, after be-
ed college present a certificate of
eligibility signed by his high
school principal and district supt.
Another makes it grounds for dis-
missal for any school employe to
advocate integration. The prospec-
tive Negro college student is
caught coming and going.
In another act, the legislature
took over the authority of design-
ating newly-built schools as Negro
or white.
Under a proposed state consti-
tutional amendment to be voted
upon in November no suit could be
brought against school boards
without specific approval of the
legislature,
Those states in which some ef-
fort toward integration is being
made are:
( 1 TENNESSEE — Mobs, in-
cited by agitators sent into t h e
state by White Citizens Councils,
picketed Clinton High school in
Anderson county when 12 Negro
students were enrolled.
The highway patrol and t w o
battalions of the Tennessee Nation-
al Guard were called in to quell
the unlawful rifts by Gov. Frank
G. Clement. Disorders later broke
out at nearby Oliver Springs
where agitators moved after 623
militiamen gmoved into Clinton.
The Clinton violence brought a
statement from President Eisen-
hower that the Federal govern-
ment would not intervene in such
disturbances over school integra-
tion because state governments
have acted promptly to preserve
order.
The Clinton high school was the
first to be integrated in Tennessee
except for Oak Ridge high school
in the same county where schools
are under the control of the Atom-
ic Energy Commission, which or-
dered integration last year.
(2) KENTUCKY — When nine
Negro students attempted to at-
tend high school in Sturgis. a
town of 5,000 in western Kentucky,
a mob of irate whites drove them
back and the National Guard at as
called out by Gov. A. B. (Happy)
Chandler.
Desegregation was started in this
state on a large scale this year
and was accomplished without in-
cident at Louisville, the state's
largest city, which has the most
Negroes.
Integration in a degree w a s
found in 105 ot the state's 120 coun-
ties, involving 180.000 white and
20,000 Negro children. Last year
integrated schools had 17.206 white
students and 330 Negroes.
(3) TEXAS — When a mob broke
out at Mansfield. Tex., in an anti-
Negro demonstration after 12 Ne-
gro students were ordered admit-
ted to Niansfitld high school under
federal court order, the NAACP
announced that Negroes would not
be enrolled until tension eased or
legal proceedings for protection
were disposed of.
At Texarkana, a cross was burn-
ed last week on the Arkansas side
in protest against the enrollment
of two Negro girls in the junior
college on the Texas side.
Only in the eastern part of the
state, a cotton growing area where.
the Negro population is highest,
was there trouble in Texas. More
than 100 school districts of the
state's 1857 were integrated, in-
cluding 500.000 white and 25,000
Negro students.
(4) WEST VIRGINIA — With
the beginning of the school year,
20 counties were completely inte-
log kept out of the school by
an angry crowd of segrega-
tionists. At presstime, all was
grated, 21 were partly integrated,
and three remained segregated.
Eleven other counties have no Ne-
groes.
At Mateaka, a coil mining com-
munity in the southern part of the
state, some parents of white chil-
dren kept them at home in pro-
test against integration. The school
board w a s considering invoking
the compulsory school attendance
law. At the high school there are
only 29 Negroes of a total enroll-
ment of 600.
Total enrollment in all schools
last 'year was 458,000, including
28,600 Negroes. State Supt. W, W.
Trent said 75 per cent of Negro
children were attending integrat-
ed schools.
(5) OKLAHOMA — Integration
has moved steadily here with less
confusion than expected. Last year
there were 96 Negro high schools;
this year only 44 remain and 9 are
in all-Negro communities. Of the
35 districts with segregated high
schools, 11 have announced s o in e
steps toward integration.
Actual integration was reported
in 1gi1 school districts with "policy
integration" in 12 others where Ne-
groes did not want to attend in-
tegrated schools.
(6) MISSOURI — In Missouri,
59,000 of 67,000 Negro students, or
88 per cent, are attending inte-
grated schools. There .are 244
school districts with Negro en-
rollments and 120 are integrated.
Outside the Southeast Missouri
cotton country the reroaining seg-
regated districts have small Ne-
MEDITATION
During the period of meditation.
which each ore of us should have
daily, it has been found most bene-
ficial to practice making your af-
firmations tirst orally and then
immediately afterwards silently.
Beginning this hour with a
thoughtful reading of the Bible,
and concentrating upon what you
read also helps to get you in the
proper frame of mind for medi-
tating.
At first just being still and medi-
tating will seem difficult and may
tend to discourage us. but you will
soon find yourself beginning to
feel relaxed both mentally and
physically.
The consciousness of God's pres-
ence, power and loving kindness
will be quickened by daily medita-
tion, prayer, affirmation, and read-
ing.
• • •
Dear Prof. Ilerman: I am a con-
stant reader of your column a n d
have written to you for my 1956-57
Horoscope also your book "With
God All things are Possible" and
found both very helpful. Now, I
would like to have you help us set-
tle a very important question in
our lives Should my wife go to
wbrk and get someone to come in
and take care of the children, or
remain honw'
ANS. My dear friends M. and II.,
it is entirely up to you to make
this decision — which is more
important — the car that you
' plan to buy if your wife goes
back to work, or, the care and
attention and love you can give
quiet in the mining town and
the students were attending •
classes without incident. (1.NS)
gro enrollments and they expect
to integrate in the future.
In the high schools, only 700 Ne-
gro pupils in six schools are under
segregation and all these are in
Southeast Missouri. In elementary
schools, 7300 Negroes are attending
segregated schools and 4000 of
these are in Southeast Missouri.
The four largest cities in the
state are fully integrated.
(7) ARKANSAS — State colleges
are open to Negroes, but otherwise
desegregation is almost nil. At
the sub-college level, there has
been integration only at Hoxie,
Charleston and Fayetteville.
Little Rock and Van Buren have
gone into federal court with plans
for beginning integration in high
schools next year, and the plans
have been approved.
Gov. Orval E. Faubus, seeking a
second term, said that as long as
he was governor no school district
would be forced to accept integra-
tion.
CS) MARYLAND — About 85 per
cent of Maryland's Negro students
are attending integrated schools.
Baltimore and 19 counties hav
eliminated segregation. Of the tout
remaining counties, one plans ts
begin desegregation next fall ans
another, has no Negro residents.
(9) DELAWARE — Of Dela
ware's 11,000 Negro students, 4.101
are in integrated schools. Fourteei
of 63 school districts with Negroe:
had integrated and eight others am
nounced policies of non-discrimina
tion,
your children if you remain
home with them. While they are
so small, don't you think you
both might sacrifice a little
more and give them the time,
care and attention they need now
while it is so important, a n d
get these other things a little
later on. As 1 have said, the fin-
al decision rest with the two of
E. B. Should I continue to go
vith this man?
ANS. Concentrating upon sour
question I find that the man you
are speaking of is a married
man, and not only shows no re-
spect to his wife, hut is also mis-
treating you. Under th's condi-
tion, don't you think you should
try to forget him and associate
yourself with someone that it
free to really give you love and
attention . . . and if the oppor-
tunity presents itself, offer sou
marriage?
• .
WORRIED. Will he do as he
promised?
ANS. I am expecting K. N., to
carry out his promise to marry
you, lie is very fond of you, and
since you are expecting his
child, realizes his responsibility.
0. W. Will we move/ What will
• •
It cost to make this change!
Would it be cheaper to try and
do it ourselves?
ANS. Only rne question is an-
swered in the column due to the
limited amount of space, write
in for a private reply and I shall
be happy to held you.
Now comes 1936 and a few ar-
ticulate agitators, are hurling
senseless attacks and destructive
criticisms at Congressman Daw-
son. The substance of the attacks
is that Mr. Dawson does no't make
enough noise over the race ques-
tion and that he failed to "fight
for the CIVIL RIGHTS of his
people'
Congressman Dawson. the whip-
ping boy, is regarded by impar-
tial observers as the most en-
lightened and important Negro
political leader today. In the New
P.777 881101. 100 W 120th st 8077
Meta , C W 125th at N Y
York Times on Sunday. March
1956, appeared an a r ticle
Willed "Da w son For Leader-
ship.-
The article In part says.
'Because of the flow of head-
lines he creates, many people
over the country have the idea
that Representative Adam Clay-
ton Powell, jr. must be the most
important and influential Negro
in Congress. . . The Manhattan
Democrat is not. Diet boiler
of 1955, certain newspapers in
Chicago sought to destroy Con-
gressman William L. Dawson be-
cause he had refused to give poli-
tical support to a candidate who
had lost the confidence of his
party.
One newspaper went so far as
deliberately lie by saying that
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Our Opinions
Meeting The Challenge
A troubling question for those of us
ecommitted to the widest application of in-telligence in the solution of the problems
incidental to integration is whether rational
metropolitan public opinion has been stir-
red sufficiently to avert bloody clashes.
So far the extremists have been pro-
segregationists who have made threats but
hate not yet resorted to actual acts of
physical violence. The development of tanks
and machine-guns, undoubtedly, had a sob-
ering effect on the mob both at Clinton,
Tennessee, and Sturgis, Kentucky.
In localities where the school issue has
been raised to its sharpest point. Negro
communities, it must be noted, have re-
mained calm but. determined to exercise
their rights in the face of exasperating in-
terference.
Negro students at Clinton and else-
where have exhibited uncommon good sense
in their resolve to Vet the challenge of
the hissing mob, although they had to do
it under the protective cordon of local po-
Ak,lice or state militia. And, we suspect they
4IF would have kept their school engagement
anyway, escort or no escort, so resolute are
they in their will to be recognized as first
class citizens.
This is a social revolution long overdue,
and no power on earth can long impede its
course. One by one the ramparts of resis-
tante will collapse under the weight of en-
lightened public opinion. In the history of
mankind progress is never achieved without
a struggle. Every step in the development
of civilization has been marked by bitter-
ness, recrimination and bloodshed. But in
the end right always triumphs.
There are no extremists on the side of
integration. All that the anti-segregation-
ists are saying is that the Supreme Court
has spoken on the issue, its opinion is law
and must be obeyed. By no stretch of the
imagination can those who advocate com-
pliance with the law be labeled -extremists.
To say that there are extremists on both
sides of the question is a dishonest way of
straddling the issue. To allow ourselves to
be intimidated when the gates are open for
us to enjoy the full measure of our rights
is to forfeit our claims to first class citi-
zenship.
We cannot and must not run away from
the consequences of justice lest we should
defeat our own purposes and aims, and, in
the process discourage those righteous
souls who enlist their services in our cause.
The Suez And Sovereignty
A good many people heaved a great sigh
of relief last week when Secretary of State
John Foster Dulles, pledged that the United
States would not join in a shooting war over
the Suez crisis.
Yet, we can't help but cast an eye back-
wards to the days of 'Woodrow Wilson when
he pledged he would keep America out of
war. However, it wasn't long before the
doughboys were marching to board the
boats for the battleground of France.
And as Columnist Ruth Montgomery
/Wald. Dulles "walked such a successful tight-
rope that he delighted not only the Egyp-
tians, but the jittery French and British as
well." How long the "delight" will last is
Ft question that will be resolved as the situa-
tion speeds from one crisis to another hour-
ly, and as each side moves relentlessly to-
wards a showdown.
British Prime Minister Anthony Eden
In A test of confidence of his policy is flatly
demanding that Nasser must go. The
French were flying in troops to Cyprus,
ready to jump off at the signal and at
week's end, the foreign pilots walked off
their jobs.
Egypt sent an urgent message to the
UN claiming that Great Britain and France
must. share the responsibility for any de-
lay in ship passage. And the U. S. readied
a plan to subsidize the user nations with
extra fuel and oil to by-pass the Suez and
&flake the long journey around the Cape of
'Good Hope.
From New Delhi, Indian Prime Minister
Nehru, the strong man of Asia and a close
confidante of Nasser denounced the U. S.
approved Western proposal for a "Users"
Association to operate the canal. Under
these terms, the canal would be under in-
  by Plot D. Williams
HONKY•T ON IL casion when they happen to be
entertaining friends there.Not that it will make much dif• And speaking of teen-age par•ference a hundred minutes from ties at home, it's an alarming factnow, but something ought to be that the teen-sgers seem convinc-said for the record about t h e ed that no party can be completenumber oi Negro teen-agers who
are steady customers of so many.
beer joints, taverns, dance halls,
and night spots in Memphis and
hereabouts.
ternational control with the major portion
of the income going to Egypt.
Nehru has called this unilateral Western
plan for a separate control organization. an
'Imposed decision, full of dangerous poten-
tialities and an infringement of Egyptian
sovereignty."
We agree with Nehru that the Users
Association plan is dangerous and an in-
fringement on sovereignty. It is nothing
more than an extension of the determina-
tion to force the countries in colonial areas
to still submit to the will of the imperial-
ists.
In the eyes of the British and French.
Nasser is a blackguard, a scoundrel, and a
bloody dictator and he has got to go. The
real truth is they resent and fear his te-
merity in defying them and asserting him-
self.
He is supposed to be docile and "spoon
fed" to borrow he term used by Walter
Reuther. Now the agents of the West are
busy trying to sow the seeds of dissension
among the oil-rich Arab countries and
break up the firm alliance which has been
backing Nasser.
In this way, they hope to bring the wily
Egyptian lo heel" and topple him from
power. They may succeed. ba we must
warn that there is a parallel between the
Suez crisis and what is happening here in
this country over integration.
It is as inevitable as the rise and set-
ting of the sun that every last vestige of
colonialism and white power must end in
Asia, and Africa just as surely as painful
though it may be, segregation is on its way
out in this country. And a triumph by the
\Vest on the Suez can only be temporary.
What The People Say
without an assortment of gin, wine,
whiskey, beer, and even cham-
pagne to be served during t h e
party . . . both during the busi-
ness session and the social ses-
There's a widely-publicized drive sion. if it happens to be a teen-
going on csrrently in the city agers club staging the affair. And
to keep white teenagers out of when they hire a dance hall or
such places. Even waitresses are other night loot in which to give
being arrested for selling tess.ag, an affair, they provide more al-
crs beer or other intoxicants. And collar beverages than would be
Dawson And His Critics goes to Representative William ganizations who exploit every un-Dear Editor: During the spring L. Dawson of Illinois, whose sue- fortunate incident arising out of
cessful career on Capitol Hill interracial discord?
seemingly ought to be more of It does not take very much
an example nationally than it is senseless behavior on the part of
in the matter of promoting good a great Negro leader to rock the
race relations . . ." boat. Neither do the people show
After paying bin tribute to much sympathy for him whose
Dawson for his skill in handling MOUTH runs ahead of his BRAIN.
the chairmanship of the House "Silence never comes up with
Committee on Government Oper- the wrong answer . . ." Jay J.
tr. Da -son did not have a license ations, and the respected posi- Peters. Sr. 5542 Prairie avenue,
Mrs A Parks, Gensral ['Oliveto-James. Chicago.to practice law in Illinois. After burg. Rose hIsts. 1140 Broad st . New-the lie had been circulated, the ark, N J
paper carried a cheap apology tion he occupies in the hearts of
saying it had made an error—Mr. - those with whom he works, the
:Dawson is duly licensed, article further says 
"The Illinois representative is
as strong in his support of civil
rights bills. . . as those who
oppose them. He never questions
the motives of those opposed to
civil rights or issue angry chal-
lenges and demands that Con-
gress or the White House do
this or that, or else. Dawson is
too much of a gentleman to cri-
ticize his two Negro colleagues—
Mr. Powell and Representative
Charles Diggs—for their heated
remarks on the floor of the
Rouse. Mr. Dawson's distaste
for ne ga t iv e and intolerant
speech-making is clear in his ex-
planstion: "I do not talk just to
show off. . . I use speeches only
as an artisan does his stone —
to build something."
Dawson holds Important posi-
tions involving his country, his
race and white and colored
constituents.
How is It possiblf, In tne light
of decency and good sense for
Mr. Dawson to follow the pattern
of racism as practiced by flash-in-
the-pan agitators and certain or-
despite the struggle that's involv-
ed, the drive keeps underway.
But it seems Negro teenagers
are being permitted to proceed. Or
at least not FL) much noise is be-
ing kept about their night life
habits . . . as long as they're not
on the streets. In the matter of
their freedom to frequent the
joints Negro youths seem to enjoy
more liberty than young whites.
But it's nothing to crow about.
It's a shame for the Negro com-
munity to sit idly by and watch
its youth wash itself down the
drain. R's a safe bet that a trip
to practically any establishment
in town where beer and juke-box
music mix will produce a bevy




boys, ano in too many instances,
girls, hangino around. One can't
tound at a brewer's contention.
To all intents and purposes they
have the consent of their parents
for such carryings-on and yet,
it's the parents who conic up sowl-
ing about juvenile delinquency.
Adults sell I hem the intoxicants.
rent t h s in the d a nc e halls,
serve them in the beer joints,
and haul them to hospitals, jails,
and undertaker embalming rooms
when they reach the ultimate ends
So, patently it's the fault of
the grown Os. Among white citi-
zens this basic fact is largely re-
cognized, and that's why adults
who are causht encouraging teen-
agers in such activities are ar-
rested and tined.
Its hish tune that the Negro
ommunity voice some concern
about the weifare of its youth . .
other than in the sole area offind a place, without a world of- school integration. Some attentionheavy searching, where the teen-
agers haven't taken o% er. Adults
who would hide their doings from
a stranger's sign, just have to
give up any desire to keep the
eyes of rambling youth from see-
tith-hgereth. 
em. The kids are every-
.
needs to be tocussed on the fact
that there are many areas in
which Negro parents can help the
children to full citizenship out-
side the influence of the white
community. They can help them
by seckiog to shape their atti-
tudes toward those social habitsIf one would serve as a model which can help or hurt them. Theyof public conduct for local kids can show some tangible concernof the Negro persuasion, lie had about their children by insistingbest take his beer home with him that the ki,ls stay out of theIt will be about the only place "joints." and by supporting movesnot cluttered up with teen-agers. to have police action directedHome is the only place they don't against grown-ups who persist incrowd out . . . except on the oc- pandering to their vices.
WASHINGTON — (INS) — Adlai
Stevenson announced Sunday that
beginning next Saturday he will
embark on a whirlwind 6.790 mile
vote-wooing swing that will carry
him into 10 states in an eight
day period.
Details of Stevenson's campaign
trip througt. the Midwest, t h e
Southwest and South were made
Mrs Ft Johnson, 92 It Ntcholas •77
Rose Meta, 9 W 125th at.. N . T
public as the Democratic presiden-
tial nomine- spent a quiet Sunday
in nearby Virginia.
In quick succession, Stevenson
will vHit Iowa, Colorado. Oklaho-
ma, Arkansas Louisiana, Florida,
Missouri, Indiana, Wisconsin and
Minnesota.
The trek coupled with Steven-
son's previous travel, will send
his mileage total since being nom-
inated last month to over 20,000
miles. A third campaign tour is
being mapped out Let October.




"The best weapon to use -Rot one thing the police chiefagainst the prejudiced white didn't figure on was Negro GIsman is his own prejudice." who came to town occassionallyspeaking was a Chicago police- from a nearby army camp.man who, back in the forties. They soon learned to hate him,was one of the first three Ne- too, after several of their num•aro police officers appointed in her were beaten.a deep south city. -Unlike the Negro rim Mang who"We were pretty proud of our had tolerated his abuse for years.appointments until we learned they decided one night when hethat we were not to be real po- broke his club ot er a GI's head,licemen. Although we were given to teach him a lesson,a uniform and a badge, we were "Two of them attacked him,not permitted to carry a gun. took his gun and club away.Our only weapon aside from our then turned him later to anotherfists was a club. GI who held the heavyweight
"Fortner our authority was re- chamdionship of the camp.stricted to the colored section of "A big crowd gathered, andtown and wa were even caution- this Negro GI pug began pum-rd about wearing our uniform melting the white cop.
outside the district unless we "Ile was big and strong, too.were enroute to or from home. hut ineffectual against the GI"But our rreatest humiliation who was an expect boxer. Mywas our inabilty to make an partner and I rushed to thearrest. All we could do wat 'ap- scene and after sizing up theprehend' or 'detain' a culprit, situation just stood and watchedA white officer who was assign- until the GI had reduced theed as our 'supervisor' and who :op to a mass of helpless flesh.
patrolled the district with us "We picked the cop up and
had fo be summoned to make an took him to the hospital. When
arrest. he regained consciousness the
"He was one of the toughest first thing he wanted to know is
men I have ever known. Be- why we didn't help him,
cause of his cruelty and his -There was nothing we couldpractice of indiscriminately do" I explained to him. 'Theyclubbing and shooting Negroes, had your gun and we were un-
city wide sentiment developed armed and besides we didn't
that resulted in the appointment have authority to arrest them
of the three Negro cops, without your permission and you
"He was not respected by the were busy fighting.'
Negroes, he was feared, but "After that he asked for a
above all, he was hated. The transfer and we were given full
police chief kept him on the beat privileges of policemen includ•in spite of protests because ing gun and authority to make
'that's that kind of man you arrests — but in the Negro dis•
need in that part of town.' trict only."
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SO WHAT?
"That new dui may be a little weak in the upper story . .
tut got a load o' that foundation!"
Oh Yeah!
"Schools must have opened too
soon this year for that soldier in
the White House because he sounds
like he don't know what to say,"
said Simple, "about those folks
down South who don't want to let
kids go to school, make the po-
lice have to ci...11 out the National
Guard to protect the school, then
want to tear it down before they
let the children in. Seems like to
me them children, white and col-
ored, that walked past them mobs
and bayonets to go to school in
Tennessee are brat er than that
general who is also President who
is afraid to say it's wrong — and
he's surrounded by protection in
the White House It must be
wrong, because I can't figure out
anything right about such doings,
can you?"
''Don't ask me silly questions,'
I said.
"But I knew that when mobs
got around to beating white folks,
somebody would do something
about it. And now that they are
threatening to dynamite white
homes, like they been doing col-
ored homes far years, I'll bet you
the FBI, the Army or the Navy
will find some way to look into
the matter, and not only look, but
lock somebody up. too. Seems like
the government can't lock up no-
body at all just because they
shoots and dynamites Negroes.
But if a few white folks get hurted,
like these babies getting kidnap-
ped they lose no time investiga-
ting, something will he done.
expect even Eisenhower will
speak out."
"So far, of the big four in the
political race. Kefauver has said
the most, it seems to me," I
stated.
Summer All Too Short And
Schools Opening Too Soon
'And oe's (rum the south, too,
my part of the country, which
makes me proud " cried Simple.
"A good Southerner is better than
a poor Northerner any day.-
-Dal is the first time I ever
heard you speak a good word for
a Southerner before." I said.
"There is 3 first time to every-
thing." declared simple, "and
there will he a first time to this
integration b.'sinesy someday —
the first time the U. S. A. decides
to be 100 per eu;it American. They
can't be 100 per cent without in-
cluding me, recatre I am here,
daddy-o. I AM HERE! As long as
I am counted out, as of now, there
is no 100 per cent. I do not see
how come the Un-American Com-
mittee don't know that, unless it
is Un-American, also. NVith such
another rioting and cross-burning
and Ku Klux Kianning and carry-
ing on as is down South these
days, look to me like that Com-
mittee would investigate some of
it, if only some little part of it.
But have you heard tell of such?"
"I have not," I said.
"How tin-American do people
down South to get to he in-
vestigated — Riissian?•" asked
Simple. "No Russian ain't come
over here yet and bombed nobody.
nor ,burned Ito crosses on no
judge's lawn, nor throwed no
stones at children trying to go to
school. Them crosses, that is the
most! Representing Christ Jesus
Lord God Jehova, folks burn the
cross to keen my children from
going to school — burn Christ's
own cross itself to scare Negroes
out of believit in democracy. And
all this down in the Bible Belt
where they i.re supposed to be
most Christian! llow do you fig-
I VS,
-
me that out .-
''''l'hceayn'rtei l'Odiritni. heathens, that's
what." said Simple "and religion
ain't in them. If it were, how
could they let little young Em-
mett Till he drowned like a cat
and nobody locked up for the
crime? How could they let a young
girl student nice Authcrine Lucy
be stoned out of college? How
could they shoot Gus Courts
and that Rev. Lee in Mississippi
jost for waniing to vote — which
is guaranteed by the Constitution?
I reckon them Sottiherners must
use the Bible to light crosses. This
Klan sure do look like the Devil's.
ministers to me, with all them
robes and hoods on. Why don't
some of the committees in Wash-
ington lift up them robes and see
what they hiding tinder them?
Can you tell me?"
"Why do you keep on asking
crazy questions, when you know
the answers is well as I do?"
''All I know," said Simple. "is
that summer has been too short
and school 19 opened too soon."
"Suiffiner would have to be a
hundred years long for the kind
of people you're talking about."
"I did not even mention Steven-
son," said Simple.
"Surely you don't put Stevenson
in the same boat with those South-
ern mobs." I objected.
-No, just in a boat with Eisen-
hower." said Simple.
"Then you will have small
choice at elertion time "
"No choice at all," declareu
Simple, "But am going to vote
anyhow. just to prove I can."
"So you'll be between the devil
and the deep blue sea'"
"I'll either swim." said Simple,
"or fight the devil."
  ,ORE-7---cfrrict—DATA  
We were reminded recently of
the words of Ralph Waldo Emer-
son who wrote a hymn that was
sung on April 10, 1836 as the Battle
Monument was completed at Con-
cord honoring the brave Ameri-
cans who fought and died to free
the country from the British.
Among the first of those to make
the supreme sacrifice for the na-
tion's freedom was Crispus At-
tucks of Boston.
In an immortal tribute to these
first Americans, Emerson wrote
these lines for the ceremony at
Concord:
"By the rude bridge that
the flood,
Their flag to April's breeze
unfurled.
Here once the embattled farm-
ers stood,
And tired the shot heard
round the world."
The widespread violence which
has broken out across the south-
ern states since the opening of the
public schools has shocked the
whole world. Nothing is more elo-
quent than our behavior.
What. one may weli ask, does
the violence in the South today
portend and what will be its rep-
ercussion? I think that among the
most certain effects of this scan-
dalous barbarity are the follow-
ing six:
1. The rioters have provided the
so-called neutral nations with new
reasons for questioning the poli-
tical and moral integrity of our
country. Those powers which seek
to stand aloof from the East-West
fray and which we may need on
our side in a life and death strug-
gle with Communism have been
given fresh evidence against its.
2. This violence, of course, has
given the Communist enemy realNow in our own time, more than live ammunition for the fighttwo centioies since Attucks and
against us on the frontiers of thehis comrades at Concord fought
non-white world. The facts of thefor the freedom of all America,
situation tell a horrible storyanother shot has been fired that
without any editing fromhas been heard round the world.
COW.This time the shot was fired in
arched
Clinton instead of Concord, in Ten-
nessee instead of Massachusetts,
and "the embattled farmers" of
our time stand not for freedom
but for tne supremacy of the white
man over the black.
Such parallels drawn from Amer-
ican history may offend the apost-
les of progress, those who believe
that our wor'd is the best of all
even
Nlos-
3. Thm. mob iolence in the South
serves 4Iso to encourage all the
native fascists and it inspires the
hate-mongers all over the land.
The anti-sem.tes the anti-Catho-
lics and all the other hate groups
in America have been strengthen-
ed by the barbarism of those who
temporarity viev, the Negro as
their prime target
• possible worlds, our era the most 4 This ingry defiance of the
beneficeat and civilized. Sonata .urt _.dermi. s •
for all law and it weakens the
foundations of our basic institu-
tions. The youth of the land have
been corrupted by the savagery of
their elders and the shocking dis-
respect for he law will leave a
lasting impression,
5. The wave of iolence certain-
ly has caused the captains of in-
dustry who were beginning to in-
dustrialize the South to take a sec-
ond look. Economists have report-
ed that the expansion plans of
many great industries have been
affected by the ever-growing law-
lessness of the South.
6. Perhaps more serious than any.
other, the mob action has engend-
ered new bitterness and hatred.
A point will be reached where all
the common ground between Ne-
sro and white, the liberal and the
reactionary, will have disappear-
ed.
In view of the above reasons,
if for no other, it is now incum-
bent upon the national leadership
to speak up and speak loudly on
behalf ot respect for law and or
der. The President and those who
wish to be P-esident must throw
their full weight benind the effort
to stop the violence and bring
compliance wito the liberal pro-
visions of the Supreme Court de-
cision.
The racial issue in America is
becoming the number one issue
in the world at large A divided
nation cannot stand as Lincoln
warned nor earl we permit this di-





- 1EFENDER - 
Wc., Sept. 22, 1956
CPL. IVAN H. ARBURTHA, rest-
dent of Chicago now stationed in
VaihIngen, Germany, was one of
the four specialists from the 69th
AAA Gp who fired near perfect!
scores in shoulder to shoulder
marksman matches. As a winner,
Arburtha was entitled to fire at
the Seventh Army match at Hoh-
enfels Sept. 17-22. Arburtha is the
brother of Leodias Arburtha, Chi-
cago Defender makeup compositor.
Georgia
CORD ELE
Mr. and Mrs. George Gordon at-
tended services at Howard Grove
Baptist church last Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Bud Smith are lip
the proud parents of a baby girl. .
Earl Smith has returned home ..
from visiting his mother, Mrs. ,
Mary Webster in Brooklyn, N. Y.
Mrs. Rena Lockett attended ser-
vices at Howard Grove Baptist ,,
church last Sunday. 
Olp
Lewis Edwards has returned to
his home in Nashville. Tenn.
Frank Laster was in Orlando,
Fla., last week end visiting his
'
cousin, Julius Lockett. 
1
Rev. H. C. Chambliss returned
home after conducting a soul stir-




Rev. Archibald Carey, pastor of
he Quinn Chapel AME church,
gave an account of his recent trav-
els in the Middle East during a
special service at his church last
Sunday evening.
The meeting was presided over
by Maxwell Rabb, chairman of
the President's Committee on Goy-
Arizona
FLAGSTAFF
By W. R. CRALN
The daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Clarence Boyce, Miss Gertrude
Boyce who graduated from Flag-
staff high school class of 1950,
member of Band, Choir. Glee club,
Commercial club, and all sports ac-
tivities and enrolled at Memorial
Hospital of Nursing in 1953 in
Phoenix, graduated August 10;
1956.
The 1st Baptist church.- 219 Elden
eve., held its eight business meet-
Bag of the year Aug. 30, 1956.
Mrs. Nancy Bradford is back
from Alburquerque M where!
she was visiting her husband Mr.
Mocan Bradford.
Robert and Clyde Joe Jr. are
home from Seattle, Wash., where
they visited niece and nephew
from Oakland, California. Rev.
and Mrs. Thompson have gone
to Phoenix where she will begin
her school. Mrs. Sharlotte Boyce
and daughter took a trip to San
Francisco, Calif. where Miss Boy-




ernment Contracts, of which Rev.
Carey is vice-chairman.
I A tremendous audience, inter-
Minnesota
Irasial in make up and composed
of notables in civic and business
circles as well as his congrega-
tion and friends, heard the dyna-
mic young minister, lawyer and
political figure give a vivid word
picture of hte problems facing the
, Jews and Arabs in his "Report
. to the People.”
Rev. Carey, a former alternate
delegate to the United Nations. de-
scribed the situation in Egypt, the
Holy Land and Israel as consti-
MLNNESOTA
By BETH WHITE
Through the efforts of the Rev.
Denzil A. Cary, president of the
State Conference of the NAACP.
Frank M. Smith and Carl L. Wes-
chske, president and vice presi-
dent of the local NAACP, W. M.
Randall, George Brooks and oth-
er business men, the St. Paul City
Council passed a resolution in fa-
vor of an ordinance banning all
religious and racial discrimination
in public and private housing.
Mrs. Jessye N. Hickman, of Chi-
cago was entertained by Mrs. Wil-
lie F. Smith of 3000 Hazelwood
ave., over the week end.
The Twin Cities were hosts for
three days to the Fezzan Temple
No. 26 of the Shriners from Iowa
and Minnesota.
Mrs. Ernest C. Cooper. 864 St.
Anthony ave., "Round-Up" Chair-
man for Maxfield School kinder-
garten. has been quite busy the
past week recruiting youngsters
who have not received dental and
health blanks.
Thomas A. Talley formerly sec-
retary of the St. Paul Urban
League, seriously injured in a car
accident several weeks ago, is
slowly improving at the U. S. Vet-
erans hospital in Buffalo. N. Y.
Wm. W Sayles, sr.. 575 W. Cen-
tral ave , has been appointed Re-
publican chairman of the. 13th pre-
cinct of the 8th ward.
MINNEAPOLIS
Mrs. Simmons. wife of the Rev.
Martin L. Simmons. pastor of St.
Peter's AME church is hospitaliz-
ed due to illness.
At the annual Oriental Tea giv-
en by the Daughters of Isis at
the Nacirema club Sunday after-
noon, Mrs. Terry Quarles w a s
crowned queen, Mrs Christine
Pierce second. Michelle Davison,
third and Jean Carter were chos-
en.
Julius Caesar, well known tenor,
has le for a series of concerts
in North Carolina, Indiana, Illi-
nois, Iowa, Missouri and Califor-
nia.
tuting a veritable powder keg lia-
ble to plunge the world into war.
, Giving a detailed chronicle of
the remarkable accomplishments
of the Jews in present day Is-
rael as well as the background
from which they came centuries
before Christ, and leading his hear-
ers step by step through the Holy
I Land as it exists today, Rev. Ca-
rey did the same or the Arabs
pointing out their position, their
claim to the land which the Jews
now occupy and the determination
of the Arabs in the various coun-
tries of the Middle East that Ar-
abs shall again have their place
in the sun.
After admitting the implacable
hatred which exists between the
Jews and Arabs constitutes an
impasse, Carey issued a fervent
plea and hope that a Way may
yet be found to enable the Jews,
with their demonstrated genius,
and ability, and the Arabs, with
, their great manpower, to find a
common ground wherein they can
, work together and create the veri-
table heaven which he said the
Middle East can become.
Carey did not touch on Suez.
, Delayed in Paris because t h e
'plans did not fly during the one
day Arab strike, he said he had
' to forfeit an interview with Col.
Nasser, the Egyptian leader.
; Government circles in Israel,
whose guest he was on the entire
. journey, opened every door. He
'visited with Prime Minister Ben
1 Gurion, was entertained by the
'majors of Jerusalem, Haifa, Gaza
and Tel-a-viv and described how
;the Jews had made the barren,
rocky land they found there blos-
som and bloom like a flower gar-
den.
Rev. Carey said the need for
adjustment and understanding is
imperative. He felt that if t h e
great oil industries and business-
es of the West would dedicate
I themselves to the task of break-
ing the stalemate there might be
hope for the future.
Mrs. Carey and their daughter,
Carolina, and Rev, Carey's sis.
ter. Dr. Annabel Prescott, accom-
panied him on the tour.
Alabama
BESSEMER
By G. W. IVET
Mr. and Mrs. Algie Drawhora
are the proud parents of a baby
boy, born in July.
Mrs. Zelma Brown and her hus-
band of New York City are visits 1!
ing her cousin, Mrs. Ida Tabb and '
family.
Mrs. Mary Marks of Cleveland,
Ohio and their twin sister, Mrs.
Martha Nlannette are visiting Mr.
and Mrs. Matthew Monnette in
Paul Hill.
01 Tension
NEW FA MU BUILDING —
Members of the 1956 freshmen
class at Florida A and M uni-
versity had the honor of being
the first group of students to
use the newly constructed $I
million classroom building
when they attended a general
11, Middle East,.
assembly in the 701-sear ca-
pacity auditorium last Sunday.
The stunning red brick, solid
Wisconsin
RACINE ,
Mrs. Nettie Fletcher of Rush.
ville and Dr. and Mrs. Henry H.
Walker of Nashville, Tenn., and
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Howard of
Cincinnati, Ohio, were the week-
end guests of Rev. Peter F. Fletch-
er recently.
Mrs. Chattie Harrell was given
I a surprise birthday party by her
husband. Rev. M. T. Harrell in
f the home of Mr. and Mrs. Eliza
Brewer, She received many live-,
1 ly gifts.
Sunday, August 19, was Wont.
en's Day at Wayman AME church.
I Rev. Evan Mattie Jones of Chica-
go was the guest speaker. Mrs.
Leona Hylar of St. Paul Baptist
church, also took an active part
in the service.
Mrs. Gaynell Johnson who is
a member, opened the service.
Participating in the program was
Mrs. Corrine Owens. at uiano. Af-
ter the service a delicious bans A
dinner was served in the dinini,,W
room.
masonry building contains 34




By C. P. GIVENS
Mr. and Mrs. Egar Martin visit-
ed relatives in Washington. D. C.,
recently.
Webster Fliming is leaving the
4th of September to rejoin the
Wings Over Jordan, who are en-
route to India.
James Hanks leaves for the




Miss Ossye Mae Swan and moth-
er, Mrs. Mattie Dickerson of
Springfield, Ill., have been the
guests of their cousins, Mr. and
Mrs. Bud Stem mons. Mr. and Mrs.
Stemmons and daughter have pur-
chased a home in Batavia, Ill.
Mr. and Mrs. S. J. Downs
and family have returned home
from Pembine, Wisconsin where
they spent some time at their sum-
mer home.
The home of Allie Burns was
badly damaged by fire last Satur-
day, night.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Prostell
have been spending their vacation
at Harlington, Tex., and Matamor-
us, Mexico.
ovate Colored American Cemetery,
once one of Cincinnati's most im-
portant cemeteries.
Friends of Rev. Floyd Davit
of Macedonia Baptist church on
Haven ave. in Avondale are urged
to help this most worthy young
minister in building the n e w
church he plans to erect on Dick
at. Visit him too any Sunday morn-
ing. He will be mightily encour-
aged.
Warmly welcomed and lavishly
entertained by the Nathaniel Reips
over Labor Day week end were
Mrs. E.vira Jackson and daughter
Nash, Mrs. J. Seay, Mrs. L. Gib- Recent visitors to the city were M -, iss Lorrain of Indianapolis, Ind.
son, Mrs. A. Williams, Mrs. B. these interesting relatives of Mrs. Alter sharing a regal dinner set
Sublett, Mrs. Wakefield, Mrs. Rad- Ralph Gales, Mr. and Mrs. James in their honor by Mrs. Laura Rein
ford, Mrs. A. Tyler, and Mrs. W. Morgan, Taft, Okla., her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. John Smith and 1born on Sept. 4. They have six
afternoon, aon LaborD
1 Jackson and daughter. Lorraine
—
James. Mrs. Nathan Tyler, made Mr. and Mrs. Euell Morgan of
family of Newark, N. J., are vis- ! other children, all girls. a very charming hostess and is Bole e any, Okla., an uncl 1 attended a showing of the famed
1 d aunt, 
and Mrs. Mary Rice of Wichita, Cinerama at the Capitol theater,Kans., a cousin. They were shown ! after which they returned home.many courtesies including a visit 1 
Mrs. Minnie Scott. well knownto the home of Mr. Nathaniel Reip
autician, spent the week endbe 
,
on Beecher st. Mr. Reip is a rela-
five 
..
Chicago with her ailing mother.also.
iting their brother and sister,





Here to attend the National Ur-
dRenobferftorAt.heRopbumrpsonse isofthme aprpeinsig- ban League meeting at Sheraton
last week was Evangelist Zora
Vanks of Anchorage, Alaska. A
guest it Brown Chapel A. M. E.
church last Sunday during Men's
Day festivities, Evengslist Banks
related interesting facts of church;
& IChas Jenkins who formerly lived iSunday with their parents and . or of the East Side Rec. Center. !party where hundreds of color- I Lamar Lenoir returned to Ch e 
work in distant Alaska and told
with his cousin, Mrs. McDade at ;grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Lu- ' Mr. Mamie Fair has left for red and white children participated 'village after spending the Labor 
of excellent careers in technologi-
cal fields awaiting many who had4400 Federal st., is living with his I ther Bedell. Mrs. Eddie Mae Lake Durant, Miss., where she will in this affair.
nurse at the Doctors hospital. A successful revival conducted 
raitstenBdamthieltolans.t rites of Mrs. Fran- Rev. A. E. Mitchell and wife Mr.Barnes o
Day week end in Mississippi.
Brookhaven, • -line of work, in Alaska. 1 -Isms To Conquer". In part he
; amibitions and training in thatcousin, Johnnie Bradley, and is a is convalescing.
have just returned from Toledo. Miss., left the village for home . Mrs. Banks was a welcome guest I told his hearers, "Men today areMrs. Ida Tabb is a patient at by the pastor, Rev. Lewis closed Rev. Warren Pearson, sr., and Ohio, after visiting their daughter, where he will stay for the winter. , being drawn to a lot of isms are:he University hospital. last Friday night at the !NI Zion son have returned from West, Mrs. Thelma Hubbard, also Mrs. Mr. Barnes worked for the Illi-; 
of Evengelist Estelle Gardiner of i
man-made 
.
Mrs. Lizzie Carter underwent sur
• • • tion. 
nois Masonry. Mr. J. C. Lewis,
Brown Chapel church.
Back home from Kentucky State sGeoldve.s  Navroer d   vicious  distortionsr of
These isms a e
. AME church. Miss., where he spent his vaca- Marie King.
By J. H. OLIVER 
Mrs. Crystabelle Clemmons of I cam home to visit his mother, a key position while employed.
James Smith, of Springfield, Ill., was proprietor. Mr. Barnes held I
. Chicago spent the week end here 'Mrs. M. G. Gilchrist. 
, college where he pursued work to-
claiming the minds of many men
cently and is reported as doing : ENTERPRISE
fine. , ward a new degree is Rufus Bar-
who refuse to discriminate be-BessieOur get well wishes are to Mrs.
L. Ivory, Mrs. Bernice and daughter, Gloria Jean and
Prof. and Mrs. Cleveland Gavin visiting Mark Jones, Mrs. Percy Mrs. Francis Hoover is now back , on Sept. 15, at the Second Baptist
Hilton and Mrs. Tommy Walk- home after a three • ' '
I Miss Malone Smith will be wed
field of Woodburn ave., and teach- 
Man and God. No ism ha.
the legality of God's truths behirIvey, Mrs. Annie Garner. James er, her uncle and cousins. 
er in the Valley school system.
Gray and Lonzo Standmire, 
,
Mrs. Rosa Brumfield, grandmoth- 
week vacation church. Many showers are now
' The smart fashion shop present-
it so beware of false teachers whoMarion, are spending their vaca- China and 
ortheleart.ivesP.earlie being given in her honor.
come to Sway your mind and will
M. Frazier and grand daughter
Tommie 1oe Harris, a graduate tion in Jacksonville, Fla. er of the agent for the Defender, Mrs. Carrie Jenkins who is a bit these days. Some more bells Social club, last Friday evening
Miss Carol Smith is dating quite ed by the Eversharp Civic and , •
with teachings utterly contrary toof Dunbar High school, son of, Mrs. Minnie Lee Smith of Eu- spent the past week end in Chi- commander of Bagdad Court No. may ring soon! God's loving creed."
tend the wa ' faula, Ma., is visiting Mrs. Jan- 
cago and Gary. Ind.. where she III has just returned from Wash- 
i in the Colored Women's Federat-
Rev. S. W. Bankhead deliverednie Steele Donald; Mrs. 
D ll :ed club house, 1010 Chapel st., :Mrs. Mary J. Williams will at-
freshman this fall. 
visited her daughter, Mrs. Jones ington. D. C where attended Artgona's domain is divided into / drew an outstanding patronage, ;., e she  i
one of his whimsical messages at
yne university as a
The Big Three Night worship 
Among those who m o d e 1 e d
was held at the St. John Indepen-
dent Melodist church. Rev, V.
Wilhite. pastor of the Ward Chap-
el AME church delivered a won-
derful message by the Big Three
Choir. Rev. J. L. Miller, pastor.
GREENSBORO Mrs. Willie Bell Donalson of Bit-
By MARY A. KENNEDY mingham and baby daughter, have
The CME Methodist church met been visiting Mrs. Alma Tay-
gery at the West End hospital re- I
ties and friends.
Mrs. Lillie Pearl Powell and chit-
dren of Birmingham and Mr. Sam
Turner and family of Easley were
the holiday guests of their sister,
Mrs. Mattie B. Hunter and fam-
ily. Rev. A. Jackson of Birming-
ham was also visitor of the Hunt-
er family.
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Williams and
Mrs. Luellen Hall and children of
Birmingham, Ala., and Mr. and
Mrs. Al Johnson arid children of
Detroit, Mich., were visitors here
James of Newark, N. J., is visit-
ing Mrs. Jamie Steel Donald.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Walker
and Mrs Emma Lou Matthews
visited in Hastings. Fla., their sick
brother, Rev. C. Ray who h a d
been seriously ill.
lot.
The B. T. U. of St. Bulah
Baptist church had a Youth pro-
gram on last Sunday evening.
The program was directed by
Mrs. Annie Jane Howard, Mrs.
Charlie C. Johnson and Mrs.
Jamie Steele Donald
FIlice Janette Donald broke
her finger and was rushed to Gib-
son hospital.
Mrs. Mattie Lee Chambers
is seriously ill on Stonewall st.
Mr. Son Griffin is ill at Gibson
hospital.
Rev. Ward Reynolds is very ill
at Gibson hospital.
I Cornell Upshaw is visiting here
from Tampa. Fla.
, Prof. and Mrs. Lawrence, Dr.
I Ramus and Mrs, Adell Upshaw
are visiting cn their vacation in
Sarasota, Fla.
Miss Eloise Jackson has re-•
turned home after spending their
summer in Indianapolis. Ind.
The Sunday School of St.
Mary's Baptist Church had a
young peoples program last Sun-
day evening. The director was
Supt. J. H. Oliver, James Card-
ance, Mrs. Veola Pearson also
participated.
The Old Salem Junior Choir,
directed by Doc Franklin, the
Friendly Five directed by Mrs.
Al astfrneed rif•r cent of afi Maggie Bonny and the music byfqirg wcrkers nave defective a:v. and a niece, whose address is un- Mrs. Vertie L Hines; and sermon
ughs. i known and a host of other rela- by Rev. McSwing.
SI
last week at the Liberty church
in Wedgeworth, Ala. Prof. Black—
went as a delegate from the St.
Paul church here.
Willie Pearl Holiday is here vis-
iting from Jasper, Ala.
Miss Berta Rice visited Miss M.
A. Kennedy on last Wednesday.
Miss Kennedy is home a few days
from work on vacation.
Mrs. Saul Harris had a nice va-
cation visiting in Bessemer and
other points of interest.
Miss Sarah Owen visited friends
in Birmingham, Ala,
Mrs. Bettie Hopson visited her
daughter and family here last week
end.
Mrs. Willie Goodden and Miss
Mary Alice Drake are here on va-
cation.
Salem Baptist church highlight-




By L. R. MEYERS
The last rites were held for Mrs,
Hattie B. Edwards, former resi-
dent who died recently in the Alms
House. It was held here Sunday
afternoon at the New Bethel
Baptist church, Rev. M. L. Rob-
inson officiated, Interment was
held at the Community Center with
Poole Funeral directors in charge.
She leaves to mourn her passing,
a son, Samson Pitts of Cincinnati
Mrs. Anna Johnson who resides
on N. Handeson rd., is home from
the hospital -where she spent sev-
eral months. Her condition is re-
ported as good.
James Parker and family have
returned from Salina, Kansas
where he visited his parents and
friends. Mr. Parker is the direct-
. app and son.
GEORGE HOWARD lies uncon-
scious on ground after stumb-
ling from steps Monday, at
3438 South Indiana ave. Suf-
Mrs. Angie McFarland of
'Pickens, Miss., spent several days,
here visiting her nephew, John
Brumfield.
Patrolman and Mrs. Albert Len-
ior are the proud parents of a
baby girl born last Wednesday.
Mrs. Erlene Doby, Chicago,
spent the week end here visiting
her brothers and sisters, John
and 0. J. Edison and Maude Edi-
son.
Rubin Salter, jr., is home for
several weeks vacation from Ari-
zona. He is attending the univer-
sity.
Will Powers is preparing to
leave for a several months va-
, cation in Cleveland, Ohio.
Rev. and Mrs, George Jones
are the parents of a baby girt,
CAIRO
By DAN CLARK
The last rites of Mrs. Hilda Me-
hl. Gibbs, age 106 was held at
Adams Chapel MB church recent-
ly. Mrs. Gibbs was born in Union
City, Tenn., Oct. 15, 1849 and
was a mother of nine children,
nine grand children and many oth-
er relatives. She passed at t h e
home of her son, Joe Gibbs.
Mrs. Lillian Herrods, little daugh-
ter, Annetta won a bicycle in a con-
test given by the merchants of
Cairo, called "Back to School"
always on the ball with her menu.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Crutcher
had a relative visiting them for
a few days.
i Mrs. Anna Crutcher held meet-
ing at her home for the sub-
urban community council, of which
out plans for a fine program com-
ing to the community.
Mrs. Leontyne Lenoir of Brook-
haven, Miss., returned to Brook-
haven where she will resume her
school duties.
the 55th annual state convention of ,only 14 counties.
fering possible skull fracture,
Howard. 4L of 3129 Giles, was
removed to County hospital.
Police %aid he had been drink-
ing. Mrs. Cecelia Hicks, of
the Shrines and Daughters of Is-
es.
Mrs. Jenkins made the trip
to Washington by plane and visit- I
ed many historical buildings dur-
ing her stay in the Capitol.
• • •
WHEATON
By OLLIE MAE ROBINSON
The Women's Auxiliary Club held
its 4th meeting at the home of
Mrs. Nathan Tyler, a few days
ago. This club was organized on
May 13, for the purpose of giv-
ing aid to the NAACP. Those par-
ticipating were Mrs. L. M. Tyler,'
president, Mrs. D. Broom, secre-
tary; Mrs. E. Dixon, Mrs. J Sing-
leton. Mrs J. Williamson, Mrs. M.
Simpson, Mrs Gillespie, Mrs. D.
Pierce, Mrs. G. Shaw, Mrs. B.
3438 Indiana ave., seeks to re-
vive victim as Rev. T. Law-
rence of 5808 So. Wentworth,
looks oil. Defender Staff Photo.
Cincinnati Roundup
The Doug Barnetts and son,
Doug, jr. left for South Carolina
last week to visit relatives of Mr.
Barnett.
Back from New York after a
most pleasant vacation are the
George Robinsons of Ashland ave.
Back home too are Dr. E. L.
Payne and niece. Carolyne of Vic-
tory blvd., following a brief visit
home in Oklahoma.
Back in his Gaff ave. home from
the hospital is Bert Ferguson, well
known bandleader and fraternal
figure.
uniquely styled fashions in cloth-
ing, hats and furs were Juanita
'toss. Estelle Rose. Elizabeth King,
Catharine Keys, Emma Lee Wat-
kins, 011ie Glisson, Dorothea Gross
Augustine Reed, Louise Sparks,
Carolyn Mundy, Dora Taylor and
Lois Tedford.
Presenting kindergarten to cam.
pus wear were Sherry Renfro,
Jackie Whitehead, Donna and Bev-
erly Smith, Rochelle Blalark and
Jackie and Beverly Allen.
The hard working committee re-
sponsible for this fine endeavor
was Birdie Moore Galloway, Charl-
sene Blatark and Edith Hodge.
It is fervently hoped that all
persons having loved ones buried
in Colored American Cemetery in
Oakley, will quickly and exten-
sively rally to the 815.000 rehabili-
tation fund being sought by the
special fund raising committee ap-
pointed ny Common Pleas Court
to put this historic burial spot in
order.
The 915,000 is needed to con-
struct a hew sexton's home, an of-
fice, fencing around the cemetery.
full time employes and adequate
care of this long neglected ceme-
tery.
The group sponsoring this bad-
ly needed drive is known as the
United Colored American Ceme-
tery Committee and officers are
Andrew White, 6322 Chandler st.,
the chairman of the Fund Drive:
Dudley/ Riley, cemetery superin-
tendent: Chester Pryor, treasurer;
Aaron Sandipher. secretary; Hart-
well Paham. comptroller and Re-
ceda Payne. Clara Wise, W. L.
Manggrum, Edna Honeysuckle.
Roswell Forney and John H. Hou-
ston, trustees.
The public is also urged to do-
nate to this worthy project to !Tn.
A large turnout of friends is ex-
pected at the annual dance on this
Saturday evening at Castle Farm
by the Postal Alliance. Some 2*
prizes will be given to lucky per-
sons, so watch for a big crowd.
Rev. J. King Chandler. assist-
ant pastor of Brown Chapel A.
M. E. church. began Men's Day
festivities there last Sunday with
one of his usual dynamic messag-
es. His intriguing subject was
creeds that in them-
four o'clock, dwelling on the need
of men being more helpful to
each other in the small hut neces-
sary things of life. Charles Jen-
kins was the able soloist and the
Brown Chapel Male Singers furn-
ished music. William Miller was
organist.
Mr. Lionel Williams was General
chairman; James Givens, v ice
chairman. Committee chairmen
were Program,'Rev. J. K. Chand-
ler; Music, Ed Ligons: Publicity,
Roy B. Parker: Social. James
Robinson; Finance, Samuel White
and Courtesy, Henderson Fuller.
Back home with her son, To
McCracken, jr., is comely
Helen McCracken of Lincoln av .
She reports a most pleasant visit
with her mother and friends in
Chicago.
Still gravely ill in General hos-
pital is Mrs. Bessie Warner bf
I Park ave., Walnut Hills.
Confined to their Foraker ave.
home are Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Whindleton. Mr. Whindleton, well
known ice and coal merchant is
suffering from a recent stroke,
while Mrs. Whindleton, one of the
assistant pastors at Brown Chap-
el AME church, has undergone a
recent operation.
The first fall meeting of the lo-
cal chapfer. National Council of
Negro Women, was held in the
Prospect ave. home of the presi-
dent, Mrs. Mary Drummond, last
Tuesday evening. Mrs. Drummond
presided.
The Evangeline Cradle Fede-
lion of Catharine Booth Home ans
Hospital, 836 Beecher st. held its
first fall meeting last Thursday
evening with the president, Mrs.
Theodore Walker, presiding.
About six hundred delegates ere
expected to attend the meeting.
•
